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Young Wild West and the Deadwood Dcadshot
OR, THE MAN WHO WAS HARD TO BEAT
By AN OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER !.-Young; Wild West Hears the
News.
"Well, boys, I reckon t-his means a trip up to
Blind Gulch, all right."
The speaker was Young Wild West, the wellknown boy hero and champion diead.~hot of the
West. He had just finished reading a letter which
had been brought to him at -the hotel in Santa Fe,
where he had been sto·p ping with hi,s friends s ince
the day before. Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and
Jim Dart, a feat'less Wyoming boy, were the ones
the remark was addressed to, and it was with no
little surprise that they looked, at the young deadshot.
".Must be something w.rong with our si'lver
mine, I reckon, Wild," the scout observed, as !:ie
gave the ends of his long black mustache a twist
and looked ex·pectant.
"There certainly is, Charlie," was the reply.
"'The Arietta mine has been flooded iby some i-ascals up that way and work there is at a stands-till.
It will cost a ibig sum of money to pump out the
water and get things in sha,pe again. But let me
read the letter to you."
You.ng Wild West's two partners ltstened as he
read it to them. It was but a brief epistle but
the few words it contained spoke volumes. Following is the way it went:
"Dear Wild: As soon as you receive this you
had better come to Blind Gulch, The Arietta mine
has been flooded by a had gang that is run1;,in_g
things its own way in thes~ pa_rts. I am afraid 1t
will cost more than -the mme 1s worth to get the
water out and put things in shape again. I a;111
mailing this to Santa Fe, where I know you will
get it some time within a month, according to
your last lettter. As ever,
Your old friend,
"Dove-Eye Dave.''
"P. S.-Regards to Charlie, Jim and the girls.
"D.-E. D."
"Whew!" exclaimed Jim nart, his honest gray
eyes flashing- wl_th b?th surpri~e and determination. "I never did think that mine would make us
very rich, Wild. But just the same, I reckon the
v,illain.s who flooded it have got to be punished.''

"You kin bet your life they have!" cried the
scout, angrily. "It don't make no difference if
ther mine ain't worth two dollars! Ther galoots
as done this dirty trick has got ter take their
medicine!"
"Well, just take it easy, boys," said the young
deadshot, in the cool and easy way for which he
was famous. "I reckon we won't be a great while
in getting up to Blind Gulch. This letter has ,b een
over three weeks in reaching us now, so it won't
matter if we are a week longer in getting on the
ground. I did think of staying here in Santa Fe
two or three days; ,but now it is different. We
have business to attend to. We'll strike out the
first thing in the morning."
"I wonder what ther galis will think of this?"
said Cheyenne Charlie, with a grin.
"Oh, they will ibe s•atisfied, you can bet," Jim
Dart spoke up, quickly. "They are getting as
fond of excitement and danger as we are."
"Well, I hardly think they would care to remain here until we get back, anyhow, so we'll take
them with us, boys," the young deadshot said.
The time was about the middle of an afternoon
in late August, a few years ago, when the mining
interests in Colorado and other parbs of the West
were just taking the great $1plurge, as we find
Young Wile! West and his partners at the hotel
in Santa Fe. They had -0nly arrived there the day
ibefore, but for some mistake on the part of the
landlord, the Jetter that had been lying there so
long had .not been given to the young cleadshot
until just then. Wild had been called to the hotel
office and his two partners stood on the porch .in
the ,s hade until he came out with the letter. The
three now arose and made their way into the parlor. The scout's wife happened to be there talking with the landlo rd's wife.
"Well, Anna," said the young deadshot, smiling
at her, "I reckon we won't stay very long in the
city here. We are going to leave the first thing
in the morning."
"Why, how is that, Wild ?" and Anna gave a
start and looked at him in amazement.
"Well, something has turned up. Where are
Arietta and Eloise?"
".'l'hey are up ,in our room. I will call th em."
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"All right, go ahead. I reckon the:-1 will be a
little ~urprised, too."
Charlie's wife wa. not long in calling the two
girls, v;ho were Arietta . Mmclock, th~ goldenhaired sweetheart of dashmg; Young Wild West;
and Eloise Gardner, the dark-eyed miss who had
promised to some day become the b~·icle of Jim
Dart. As the two came into the parlor the landlord's wife made a move to leave. for she saw
quite well there was some private bu siness on
hand.
.,
"Don't leave on our account, MTs. Johnson,·
our hero said with a smile. "I reckou this is no
-private busin~ss. You have already hearrl me say
that we are going to leave the first thing in the
morning. It came as a surprise to me as well as
to the rest, but we have business of importanc~
to transact up in the northern part of Colorado.
"That's what I call too bad," the mistress of
the hotel exclaimed. "I was just talking to Mrs.
-Watson about the drive we were going to take tomorrow morning. I am very sorry to hear that
you are going away so soon."
.
The Mrs. Watson referred to was Anna smce
Cheyenne Charlie's name was Watson, though _it
was very ~elclom indeed that he was called by 1t.
"Well, if you ·will just listen until I read the
Jetter I found waiting for me here at the hotel,
probably you will easily unelerstand why it is of
so much importance for us to leave so soon."
The young deadshot unfolded the Jetter and
read its contents to them.
.
"My!" exclaimed Arietta, her blue eyes lighting up. "That me~ns that we ar~ going to have a
lively time at Blmd Gulch, Wild. Well, I am
rather fond of excitement, so I am more than
willing to go as soon as you get ready."
"Don't you think it would be better for you
girls to remain right here untp t~ey settle the
business up there," the lan?lord s wife suggested.
"No," Anne answered qmckly. -"I would rather
be with Charlie, even if there is danger to be met
with."
"And of course I like to ,b e where Anna and
Arietta are," Eloise added, with a smile.
"Well this is what I call too bad, though I
don't bl~me you for leaving so soon," and so saying the woman left the room.
It never took Young Wild West and his friends
long to ,g et ready to leave any place they were
stopp,ing at.
"Charlie, you can go and notify Hop and Wing
to have everything· ready to leave after an early
breakfast to-morrow morning," said Wild, nodding to the scout. "That will give them a chance
to look around the town a bit before they go. I
don't suppose Wing will bother his head about
looking around, but Hop generally wants to see
everything there is to be seen."
Just then the fanJlorc.1 of the hotel came running in excitedly.
"Wild," said he, for he was ,p retty well acquainted with the y,mng dead,,hot, who had become famous all over fo~t }Jart of the country,
''hurry up out here. That clever Chinee of your~
has started a rumpus with a couple of gamblers
what's strangers here in town."
"Is that so, Mr. Johnson? Well, I 1·eckon I'll
have t'o see what's going on. Come on, boys."
The young deadshot led the way and was soon

in the big room that was in the rnar of the bar.
As many as a dozen men were gathered there.
There were cattlemen miners and sports as they
called them!'elves. Two of the latte1· were standing at a table ,b efore an innocent-looking Chinaman who had one hand upon a pile of chips that
was lying npon the table and the other was holdinl' a deck of cards.
"I tell :-1 ou that you chf'ated" one of the gamblers cried excitedly. "Take your hand off the
pot 01· I will be compelled to put a bullet through
vou."
· "You see me cheatee?" the Chinaman asked,
innocently, but not relinquishing his grasp upon
the chips.
"I didn't see you, but I know you did. Let go
those chips."
"Me velly solly, but me no lettee go, so be."
"All right, then," and out came a revolver.
"Hold on, stranger," said Young ,vild West,
in his cool and easy way, as he stepped forward
and confronted the man. "Don't shoot that Chinaman, please. I don't know what we would do
without him. He is our handy man, and he t:ravels all around the country with us. Just put that
gun away, please."
"Are you going to uphold him in cheating in a
poker game?"
"Certainly not. How did he cheat you'?"
"He held four aces himself and gave us each
four of a kind, so we would bet our money."
"Was there any cheating about that?"
"Of course there was. If you know anything
about cards you certainly know that it is almost
impof'sible for a man to deal three hands with
four of a kind in them without cheating."
"Could you make a deal like that?"
"Well, I think I could."
"How about you?" and Wild turned his gaze
upon the other man, who had lowered his revolver
but still stood looking defiantly at the Chinaman.
"I don't know as that's any of your business
what I can do with the cards," was the retort.
"Well, all right. · But in 01·der to save the
Chinaman's life, I will make him give back what
he has won from you. Hop, just attend to it right
away."
"Alee light, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman
quickly began counting the chips that were upon
the table.
There was easily a thousand dollars worth of
them, and the Chinaman certainly had a good
memory, for he made no mistake in dividing them,
so that each of the three got back the amount of
their beats.
"Now, !en," said the clever Chinee, smiling
blandly, "me havee takee thlee dollee worth of
chips for um kitty. Um landlord no lettee up
play for nothing."
There was a small hole in the table with a box
beneath it, which was called the kitt", and after
he had dropped sufficient chips through it, Hop
coolly pushed what belonged to the men to them.
Then he calmly arose and went to the barroom
and cashed in his chips.
"You are very kind, young fellow," said the
gambler, who had the revolver in his hand. "But
I don't know as I wanted it settled this way. 1
think the pot belonged to me."
_
"What did you hold:" the boy asked, coolly.
"Four kings."
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"And the Chinaman held four aces, didn't he?" lie, sharply. "I've got somethin' to tel1 yer, so
-"Yes."
I'll do it right now. We're goin' ter leave Santa
"Well, I don't see how you claim the pot, then. Fe ther first thing in ther mornin', so you an'
Now, you take mv advice and put away that gun. Wing want ter J,ave things ready for us."
I told you a little while ag@ to do that, but I see
"Is lat light, Misler Wild?" the Celestial a ked.
you are still holding fast to it."
"Yes, that's right, Hop."
"I don't know as you can make me put it r, "Allee light, len. Me be allee samee leddv."
.
away."
Ju.st then the two gamblers came out, and one
"You don't, eh? Well, I'll show you."
of them, after looking sharply at tl1e boy in the
As quick as a flash the young deadshot leaped fancy hunting suit, said:
forward and struck the weapon from his hand.
"Are you really Young Wild ·west, the chamThe gambler did not even make a move to pick it pion deadshot?"
up, for he really had no time, and probably did
"\J/ell, my name is Young Wild \Vest, my
not think what the boy meant to do.
friend."
"Now, then, you pick that piece of hardware
"Well, I want to auoloJ6ze to you, then."
up and get it out of sight inside of two seconds
"All right, if you feel like doing it, I am ready
or I'll put a streak of daylight through you."
to accept it."
As the ringing command came from the lips
"I am very sorry that we had tro,uble iust now.
of the boy a revolver flashed in his hand. The If I ~ad known you were Young W .ld West I cermuzzle was pointed squarely at the gambler's tainlv wouldn't have said a word.''
·
breast. But the other man was not a coward.
Crack! A revolver shot suddenh sounded from
for he stepped back and made a grab for his gun. • the outside of the building, and a bullet clipped a
Then the muzzle of Young Wild West's revolver hole through Young Wild West's hat'.
wa.s quickly turned upon him.
"You take your hand ::way from there, mv
friend." he said, a smile showing upon his handsome face. "If you don't I'll have to put a hole CHAPTER IL-The Two Gamblers Dis,1f,pear.
through you, too."
Cheyenne Charlie was itching to interfere, for
"Wow!'' cried Cheyenne Charlie excitedly.
he was one of the impulsive sort of men; but he "Look out, Wild! Some galoot is after ye:'."
knew quite well that Wild wanted him to remain
But the young deadshot paid no attention v;o the
silent. Jim Dart looked upon the scene in an in- remark. As quick as it had happened he knew
different sort of way. He seldom had much to say just where the shot came from. There w.as an
and was not easily excited But when it came to open window close to the end of the littl~ bar,
the point, Jim was always thei'e.
and he had seen the smoke caused by th,3 disSlowly the gambler raised his hand and then charge of foe revolver. As he reached the outfolded his arms across his breast. The other man side a man of the desperado type came walking
stooped and picked his revolver from the floor anc! slowly around the corner of the building.
"What's all ther shootin' about, young feller?"
dmpped it into the holster.
"Ah!" and Young Wild West nodded and smil- he asked, innocently.
"Didn't you see the fellow who fired that shot?"
ed. "I see that neither of you care about dying
now. Well, all right It's better to settle it in Wild asked, as he stenned before him and fixed his
this way. I hope you will not play cards with eyes hard upon his face.
"No, I didn't see no one. I thought some one
Hop Wah, our clever Chinee, again, for if you
do, he will surely g-et the best of you. That had fired out of the window. I was mighty careheathen is an exception to his race. He is a ful in gittin' past it," came the reply.
Young Wild West knew right away that the
sleig'llt-of-hand performer, and that enables him
to handle the cards in any way he wants to. man was lying. He was satisfied that he wais the
While I have no doubt that he cheated, I am sat- one who fired the shot, too.
"Take a walk inside, will you?" he said, coolly.
isfied that you two meant to cheat him. I sup"That's jest where I was headin' for. ! jest
pose you found that he had considerable money
with him, and you were after it. Now, then, you put my horse under the shed."
As he started to go into the hotel Wild could
just let him alone, and you will be all the better
see that he was rather uneasy. Probably he did
off for it." ·
The gamblers exchanged glances, but did not not like the cool manner of the boy. Che',enne
deign to make a reply. Young- Wild West now Cha1·ley stepped aside for them to pass, fQr he
coolly turned upon bis heel, dropping his revolver had run first to the window and then started to
out of sight as be did so. No doubt either o:f get outside.
"You have got ther galoot!" he exclaimed.
the villains would like to have taken a shot at
him, but they saw that the boy had two friends "He's ther one as fired at yer, Wild. I ran to
with him, and they wisely held their peace. As ther window jest in time to see him put his gun
they walked out into the room where the bar was away."
At this the two gamblei-s hastily left the barthey found Hop coolly puffing at a big cigar and
leaning upon the bai-. Thei-e was a bottle and room and disappeared. Charlie was about to grab
glass before him, and the clerk was listening to the man by the collar when Wild pushed }) im
back.
what the Chinaman was saying.
"Hello, Misler Wild!" Hop exclaimed, as he
"Hold on," he said, with a smile. "I reckon
turned and nodded to the young deadshot, as I'll attend to his case."
Then he suddenly pushed the man back against
though he had not seen him before. "Velly ]Jicee
the wall, and looking him squarely in the eye,
day, so be."
"Shet up, heathen,'' spoke up Cheyenne Char- said:
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"Now, then, you sneaking coyote, what did you way.' I didn't• know how I was goin' ther git a
fhe at me for?"
drink, even. But they happened ter know me,
"I didn't shoot, young feller," came the answer, so Dorkin pulled me into ther room an' pointed
while thp, rascal's face turned deathly white. you out. Then he says . 'go outside and shom
"If that friend of yours says he seen me put a that boy through the window; here's fifty dolgun away, he's mistaken . I won't say that he lars.' I wanted ther fifty dollars mighty bad,,
lies 'cause maybe he thinks he seen me."
young· feller, so I done just as he told me. M y
"Well, we'll see about that. I'll examine your aim wasn't very straight, though, an' I'm glad of
gun-:"
it. But I'm awful glad I didn't hit yer."
Holding his left hand against the man's chest,
"You sneaking scoundrel!" exclaimed Wild, his
wall,
the
from
away
so he could not very well get
· eyes flashing. "Do you know what I'm going t o
the young- deadshot reached down and pulled the do with you?"
revolver from the holster that hung at his side.
"Don't shoot me," and again the man became
A quick examination told him that all the cham- very much frightened.
bers were ful1 save one. He placed the muzzle of
"No, I am not going to shoot you, but I am irothe weapon to his nose, and then gave a nod of ing to give you a good thrashing. Come outside
satisfaction.
here. To think that man would agrne to kill
"You're the scoundrel who tried to shoot me!" some one he had never seen before for the sum
he exclaimed, his eyes flashing. "Now, then, you of fifty dollas is astonishing. But I have met
tell me what you did it for or I'll put a hol'e lots of just such villains. I have always found
squarelv between your two eyes "'-ith your own, them to be rank cowards, too. Do you know how
gun . Speak qnickly."
to fight with your fists?"
"Dorkin got me to ·do· it," came the quick reply.
"I ain't no fighter," answered the villain.
"I didn't know you from a side of sole leather. "Let me go. I promise yer I'll never do a thing
but him an' his pard want.eel me ter do it, an' like that again as long as I Jive."
· they give me fifty dollars ter shoot yer."
"You will, eh? What is your name!"
"1Vho is Dorkin?"
"Injun Pete is what they call me."
"A fine name, l must say. But come on outside.
"He's one of them two gamblers what had trouble with ther Chinee," spoke up one of the in- I have got to give you something to make you
remember me."
mates of the room.
"Ah! So they were as vengeful as all that,
Injun Pete plainly acted as though he did not
were they? Well, I reckon I'll attend to their want to do this, but when the boy g-rabbed him by
case. Charlie, just take care of this fellow. the arm and gave him a pull he went along willCome, Jim, we'll get the gamblers."
ingly enough. The crowd followed, and as the
Dart was ready, and as the scout took charge majority of them knew Young Wild West pretty
of the villain he followed Wild out by the back well, they ·were simply waiting to see the rascal
way. They were just in time to hear the clatter get a good beatin;i;. Wild Jet _go the man as soon
of hoofs, and they knew that the two were making as they ·were a little outside the·door.
their escape.
"Now, then," said he, "I want you to defend
"Well, Jim," said our hero, coolly, "I reckon yourself."
there is no need of following them. Probably
"I ain't goin' tel' fight, young feller," came tbe
we'll come upon them some other time. Let's dogged reply. "Go ahead an' lick me. I reckon
go back and see to the other fellow. I am afraid I'm deservin' of it. But I needed that fifty dolCharlie might get a little rec1dess and put a lars so bad that I couldn't help agreein' ter shoot
bullet through him."
yer. As long as wer don't kill me, it'll be all right.
The scout stood before the scoundrel, a revolver Go ahead an' lick me."
A look of disg'Ust came over the face of the
within two or three inches of his breast. The
look ,of determination on Charlie's face told handsome young deadshot.
"I hate to hit a ma11 who won't make an effort
plainly that he would not hesit~te the fraction of
a second to pull the trigger of his gun should
to defend himself," he said. "But I reckon a good
he think there was the least necessity for doing slap will start him going."
so.
Whack! The words were scarcely out of his
"He says he's mighty glad he didn't hit yer, mouth when he struck "lnjun Pete a resounding
Wild," saill Charlie, as the young cleadshot step- slap on the side of the head. The villain stagped up unJ pushed him gently aside. "I reckon gered back, but made no effort to put up a fight.
he kin well feel that way, too, 'cause if he had Wild shook his head and turned away.
"I reckon we'll let it go at this," he said. "All
ll,S much as stung yer with that bul1et I would
have shot him through .ther window. I reckon I want him to do is to make himself scarce in a
I would have shot him, anyhow, if I hadn't seen .rurry. He says he's got a horse under the shed,
so let him go and get it."
you come around ther corner of ther house."
Injun Pete waited to hear no morn. He started
"Well, it's a good thing you didn't, Charlie, ,
for there is no need of spilling blood when it can to run around the corner of the hotel, but Cheybe avoided. This man says one of the two gam- enne Charlie, who ,vas not altogether satisfied
blers gave him fift~dollars to shoot me through with the ·way things were turning out, intercepted
the window. Now, then, let him show the fifty him, and lifting him fairly from the gl'ound, he
ran to the horse trough tKat was but a few feet
dollars, and I will believe him."
"I kin show that, all right," came the reply, distant ·and threw him in.
Splash?- There was plenty of water there at
while the desperado looked somewhat relieved.
I was completely broke, an' when I put my horse the time, so the desperado got a good ducking.
"Murder!" he yelled, and then he quickly s·prang
away an' come to ther back door an' met Dorkin
an' Waller I was in what yer call a mighty bad out and started to 1·un again.
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Injun Pete -had a horse, sure enough, and he
was not long in mounting. He had to ride back
past the end of the building. too, and as he came
out Cheyenne Charlie fired another shot. Away
went the broncho as fast as it ever had in its
life before, probably, and -soon the desperado
was !oat to view behind a row of houses that
lined the street. Wild had walked over to the
porch of the hotel where the girls had been watching what took place. They had heard the revolver shot and the excited voices that followed
it, so they came out right away, feeling· pretty
sure that Wild and his partners had got into
trouble. But none of them seemed to be much
disconcetted now. 'l;'hey were all laughing, in
fact.
,
Things soon quieted down at the hotel, for at
the time of which we write exciting episodes were
frequent, even in Santa Fe. Satisfied that they
would not see anything of the gamblers or Injun
Pete again that day, our friends settled down
and took it quietly until suppe1· time. After
eating a hearty meal they took a walk through
the principal streets of the town and passed away
an hour. Then they came back, the girls going
into the parlor and Wild' and his partners entering the barroom. There were quite a few there
just then who knew the boy quite well, and there
was a case of shaking hands right away. When
Young Wild West and his friends came to Santa
Fe, which they did quite frequently, they always
received a generous welcome. The name of the
young deadshot was known throughout the town,
and there were many who liked to talk with him
about his thrilling adventures and daring escapades. Hop Wah was rather quiet that evening, for he knew pretty well that it would be
difficult for him to get into a game of draw poker
that afternoon. Those who did not know him
had already heard about his wonderful ability
in that direction, so since there were no card
sharps present, he had to amuse himself in some
other way. The Chinaman's greatest weakness
was a fondness for whisky, which he always
called tanglefoot, and when Wild noticed that he
was getting altogether too much liquor he cautioned him about it.
"You must remember," he said, as he managed
to get away from the crow~ of admire~s, "that
we are · going to start early m the mornmg, and
I want you to be in fi~ shape. 1:;"ow, don't you
take another drink to-mght, Hop.
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me go light to bed,
so be."
"Well, see that you do it, Hop. Wing has already gone to his room, no doubt, so you had better join him right away."
"My blother likee sleepee velly muchee, so be.
He go to sleep in um daytime."
"Well, all right. That's nothing to you just
now. Go on to your room and see to it that you
don't come out of it again till to-morrow morning. I want you to have the pack-horses ready
at half' past six. We are going to have our
breakfast at six, and then we are going to
strike out."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman
turned and walked away.
There was no doubt that he would obey the
young deadshot to the very letter, for it was easy
for him to tell that Wild meant- what he said.
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Our friends had a good night's rest, and shortly
after five they were up and getting readv for an
early departure. They had their breakfast at
six, and a half hour later Hop and Wing· came
around to the front of the house, leading· their
bronchos and the two loaded pack-horses. Early
as it was, quite a few had gathered about to see
them off. Wild and his partners were not long
in getting their own horses and those of the girls,
and then they mounted and struck out for the
long ride over the mountain trails to northern
Colorado.
·
"Good-by, Young Wild West! Good luck to
yer ! " shouted Johnston, the proµrietor of the
hotel. "I hope things ain't so bad as yer think
they are up at Blind Gulch."
"Well, I hardly think the mine will ev:r be
opened again. But we have got to go up "iere
and see about it, anyhow," came the reply. ' Jodby."
Then those _who had gathered there took off
their hats and gave a cheer.

CHAPTER III.-Our Friends Meet the Deadwood Deadshot.
It took Young Wild West and his friends nearly
nine days to complete the journey to Blind Gulch.
Nothing out of the ordinary happened on the
way, and ga~e being plentiful they had great
sport and managed to supply themselves with all
the fresh meat they needed at the same time.
Blind Gulch was not so much of a place, though
there was considerable mining machinery located
there. There were but three mines in operation
when the Arietta mine had been flooded. Of
course this mine lay idle now, and had been that
way ever since the accident that befell it. Old
Dove-Eye Dave, a trusted friend of Young Wild
West's, had been in charge of the mine, and he
had done his level best with it. r But when he
found that there was no chance fo do any more
work with the material and men he had on hand,
he had written to the young deadshot. Since that
time he had been living at the Gulch 'Hotel, which
was one of the shanty affairs so common at mining camps.
The old man was an experienced miner, so he
knew pretty well, that after Young Wild West
and his partners arrived and found out the condition of affairs they would hardly attempt to
open the mine again. It had not been paying
for some time, so. he felt it his duty to notify
the boy of what happened, and then wait for
him to come to the Gulch. lt was on a very
warm afternoon that our friends rode into the
mining camp. It had been a full year since they
had visited the place before, and when they saw
that no improvements whatever had been made
in the place, but that it looked as though it was
running down, they could readily understand that
it would be out of the question to think of going
to the expense of pumping out the mine. With
Wild and Arietta in the lead, the party of riders
made their way straight to the hotel and halted
before it. They had scarcely done this when
Dove-Eye Dave, who happened to be inside the
barroom at the time, came running out.
"Hooray I" the old miner cried, as he took off his
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hat and waved it over his head in a sort of tri- out. Then it was- that Chevenne Charlie gave
umph. Young Wild West is here. Hooray, a start and exclaimed :
"Great gimlets! There's tber tv.m gamblers
hooray, hooray!"
"Yes, we are here after a while, Dave," the we met down in Santa Fe, Wild ."
"Rig•1t you are, Charlie," the boy replied, as
young deadshot said, as he dismounted and shook
him cordially by the hand. "So our mine has been he 1·ecognized the two rascals called Dorkin and
Waller. "They got here ahead of us, it seems.
put out of business, has it?"'
"That's right, Wild," ancl. Dove-Eye Dave's I wondu how they learned that we vrere coming
j
face at once took on a serious expression. "I'm here."
"Hello, Young Wild West!" Dorkiq called out,
afraid there's little chance of gettin' things in
operation again. But as you know, it ain't been putting on a bold front and stepping forward.
payin' very good for ther last year or two. I'll "We had no idea of meeting you up this way.
let you take a look an' give yer all ther informa- How are you getting on?"
"Oh, I reckon we're getting on all right, Mr.
tion that's to be had, an' then you kin make UJ:l
your mind as to what's to be done about it. I Dorkin," the boy answered, in his cool and easy
way. "So you had no idea you would meet us
ain't &oin' ter give no opinion jest now."
But what he said actually expressed his opin- up here, eh?"
"Not the least."
ion, and his hearers readiiy understood that if
"How about you, Mr. Waller?"
he had his way about it the mine would be aban"Oh, I had forgotten all about you," the other
doned.
"Well, I reckon we won't go over there just gambler re-plied, quickly.
''Is that so? Well, is your friend, In.iun Pete,
now, Dave," the boy said, as he took a look at
,
the hotel. "I wonder if we could find room here, too?"
The two men exchanged glances, and there was
enough here to stoo for a few days."
"I reckon yer kin," and Dove-Eye Dave grin- a short silence.
"You remember the fellow you gave fifty dolned broadly. "This is a putty big shanty, Wild,
an' I'm about ther only permanent guest what's lars to shoot me, don't you?" Wild asked, loold:ng
hern jest now. Board an' lodgin' has gone down at Dorkin shai·ply.
"If he told you I did anything- like that, he
in price, too."
The owner of the hotel came out just then, and lied," the gambler answered.
"Well, maybe he lied, but that is what he told
greeted our friends pleasantly. His name was
the same. But it's all right. I am not
Jackson, and he must have anticipated that he me, just
When
was going to do a little business, for he rubbed ready to put you out of the world just yet.
the time comes I will see to it that it is done
his hands briskly and called out:
properly."
"Send the gals right inside, Wild. My man
~o say~ng our hero turned and began talking
kin help ther Chinamen with the horses. I'm briskly
the hotelkeeper. The two men quickawful glad ter see yer. There ain't much doin' ly slunk,v1th
away, leaving the place by a rear door.
around here jest now, an' you're sartinly good
"So you have met them galoots before, have
for sore eyes. Blind Gulch is a mighty good
\Vild ?" Jackson queried, with a peculiar sort
name for this camp, 'cause I reckon ther galoots yer,
of smile on his face.
what established it must have been blind when
"Yes, we had a little trouble with them down
they thought they , seen a chance ter ina:.;e a
at Santa Fe, just after we received the letter
town here."
from Dove-Eye Dave stating our mine had been
"ls that so, Mr. Jackson?" and the boy laugh- flooded."
ed as he stepped over and shook hands with
"Well, they've been hangin' around here for
him. "Well, I reckon we'll stop he1·e for three three or four days. They come in on a train ter
or four days, anyhow. Dove-Eye Dave says you Boulder, an' then by ther stage coach here.
hnve got plenty o: room for us."
They've been doin' quite a business with ther
"Plenty of room!" echoed the hotel proprietor. miners what's got a little money, an' I tell yer
enoug-h
"Well, I should say I had. There's room
'
they're a putty clever pair of card sharps."
in this house to accommodate twenty-five guests,
"Yes, they are mighty clever, I have no doubt,
an' all's I've got as a steady one is old Dove-Eve but they couldn't make out very well with Hop
Dave hin1self. Go right on in ther parlor. Ther ,·Wah."
old woman will be mighty glad ter see ther
"Oh, I forgot about ther clever Chinee. Is he
gals."
still up to his o!d tricks?"
"Yes, he's just the same a s ever. But let's
Our frie11ds were well satisfied with stopping
there, for they knew it was a pretty fair sort of have a cigar. Come," and the boy nodded to the
a hotel, and that the fare had always been of the two men who had remained in the room.
They were strangers to him, but he could
best. The hostler came out, and then ignoring
the landlord's invitation to come on inside, Wild easily see 'that they appeared to be honest fellows
and his partners went 2round with the two who were not working just at that time. They
Chinamen, so they might see that the horses accepted his invitation, each taking a cigar.
"They've heard about yer, Wild," said the
were µroperly cared for. This was soon done,
howeve1·, and when their camping outfit had landlord with a grin. "They know yer don't
been placed under lock and key they made their drink anything strong, an' I s'pose they thought
way back to the hotel. Thel'e were only four when you asked 'em to smoke they would have
·
men in the barI"oom besides the owner of the ter take cigars."
hotel when they entered. Two of them arose
"Well, when I asked them to smoke, I didn't
the instant our hero and his partners entered, mean that they must do it. If they feel like
and actod as though they were in a hurry to get drinking it is n one of my business. But I n ever
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ask a man to have a drink. Sometimes I ask the
crowd up to have something. You see, I have
traveled so much around mining camps that I
know pretty well that nearly everybody drinks
whisky. It seems to be a habit that they are
bound to acquire sooner or later."
"Yes, and I reckon ther habit is all right, as
far as I am concerned," and the landlord chuckled. "I sell bug-juice for a livin'. Of course
I make a little out of ther board an' lodgin' I
furnish, but if it wasn't for my bar I don't know
where I'd fetch up ter. Ther Gulch Hotel ain't
been doin' enough business in ther last six
months ter pay expenses, outside of ther drinks
I've been sellin'. But what about this here floodin' of ther mine? Has Dove-Eye Dave any idea
as ter how it happened?"
"He hasn't had a chance to tell us yet. But I
reckon he knows pretty well."
"Most likely he does. I've got some idea of it
myself."
"You have a pretty bad crowd around here,
I suppose?"
"Putty bad, an' it's gittin' worse all ther time.
Ther boss of ther bad men in Blind Gulch is a
chap they call ther Deadwood Deadshot. His
name is Rough Riley, an' he sartinly kin shoot
quick an' straight, Wild. Outside of you, I've
never seen his match."
"Does he go around looking for trouble'" asked
the boy, with a smile.
"Well, no, I can't say as he does. He seems
to be a feller what's putty honest an' straight.
He's ther foreman over at ther Live Oak mine,
but he ain't got very much to do jest now, so he
practices shootin' whenever he gits a chance.
Ther storekeeper told me only ther other day
that he bought more cartridges than any ten men
in ther ,Yhole camp."
/
"Well, he can't be such a very bad man if he
behaves himself, as you say he does."
"Oh, I forget to say that when he gits a little
too much benzine in him he's bad-very bad.
He's got a way of comin' into a place an' shootin'
cigal·s and uipes out of ther mouths of them
what's standin' around. Then if they don't li~{e
it an' o·o to puttin' up a fight, he shoots ther buttons off their shirt sleeves, an' sich like. Oh,
he's a splendid shot, Wild; he sartinly is."
"Well, 1 shall be glad to take a look at this fellow who is called the Deadwood Deadshot. He
belongs up in Deadwood, I suppose?"
"Well, that's what he says, though there ain't
no tellin' jest where he hails from."
"It is strange we never met him up there, for
we have been in Deadwood quite often. I don't
remember of a fellow up that way who is called
the Deadwood Deadshot. Can't say as I even
heard of any one by the name of Rough Riley,
either."
.
At that moment a rather fancy-attired young·
man with a brown mustache, that was waxed at
the ends, entered the barroom.
"Hello, Jackson," he said, with a smile. "It';;
so warm up at ther mine that I thought I'd come
down and quench mv thirst. Jest put me out a
little whisky an' water. Some folks likes to
take their liquor straight, but in warm weather
I generally drink a little water in it."
"All right, Riley," the proprietor answered,
at the same time looking sharply at our hero and
;
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his partners, and then winking. "I reckon I kin
serve yer. It',; an awful hot day, blamed if it
ain't."
"Won't you join me in havin' a di:ink, friends?"
the newcomer asked, nodding to our hero and his
partners.
"I will take a little soda pop, if you don't
mind," Wild answered, quickly, for he readily
guesse--1 that it was the Deadwood Deadshot who
was talking.
•· Soda pop, eh? Yer don't mean to -sa v that
you're one of them temperance galoots, do yer?"
"Young· ·wild West don't never drink nothin'
strong," spoke up the proprietor, quickly.
"Young \ Vild West, eh'?" and the man opened
wide his eyes, while he stared at the young deadshot.
"Yes, that's who it is. Wild, let me introduce
you to Rough Riley; ther Deadwood Deadshot."
"Pleased to meet you," said Wild, as he extended his hand and gave the fellow a grip that made
him wince.
"An' these is your pards, I suppose?" Rough
Riley observed, as he nodded toward Charlie
and Jim.
"Yes. Shake hands with Cheyenne Charlie and
Jim Dart."
"Only too glad to do it, you kin bet."
The drinks were quickly served by Jacl<son,
and holding his glass aloft, Rough Riley .aid:
"Here's prosperity to all of you. It don't make
no difference whether it's soda pop, whisky
straight, or whisky an' water yer drink. It's all
ther same to me."
Having quenched his thirst, the sporty-looking
man folded his arms across his chest and looked
steadily at Wild for a moment in silence.
"So you're Young Wild West, ther boy I've
hea1·d so much about, are you?" he said, after a
pause.
"Yes, that happens to be my name," the boy
answered, coolly. "Do you hail from Deadwood?"
"Well, I reckon I've been there somewhat durin' my life-time. It was only about a month ago
that I won a big shootin' match up there. After
ther match was over there was some disputin'
about ther prize, an' I shot one of ther commit-·
tee right through ther left eye. Of course it
wasn't healthy for me to stay around there after
that, so I lit out an' come down this way. I happened to strike Blind Gulch an' git a job here.
But, say! I've heard tell that you're called ther
champion deadshot."
"Well, I believe some people call me that," and
the boy smiled.
"I've often thought I'd like to tackle you. I'm
in putty good trim just now, since I ain't been
drinking much ther last two or three days, an'
my hand is putty steady. S'pose we got outside
under them trees over there an' have it out."
"All right; I'm always willing to accept a
challenge."
_
Wild had heard just enough about the man to
make him agree to try conclusions with him with
a revolver. He had studied Rough Riley closely
while he talked with him, and his conclusion was
that the young man was one of the sort who have
a very big opinion of themselves, and who are
rather hot-tempered. While there was nothing
vicious about either his looks or his actions, Jack-
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son had said he was the leader of the bad men of
the Gulch, and that he generally showed his dis-position when he had been drinking too much.
Just now he was quite sober, and perhaps that
was the reason that he acted in such a gentlemanly way. Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were
more than willing to see Wild try it out with him.
so they all walked out of the hotel and made
their way to ·a group of trees that stood not far
distant.
"There ain't no use in us shootin' at bull's-eye,
I s'pose," said the Deadwood Deadshot, as he
scratched his head in a thoughtful way. "S'pose
I show yer a shot that's mighty hard to make."
"Go ahead," Wild answered, the smile never
leaving his handsome face. "I'm always pleased
to learn difficult shots. I keep in pretty good
practice at shooting, for I pride myself on it,
you know."
"You're jest like me, then. I reckon I waste
more cartridges than there's any need of, but
I do like ter shoot. It don't make no difference
whether it's for fun of for fair, either, sometimes," and the man smiled in a peculiar sort of
way.
"Well, we are l;>oth alike in that 1·espect, I
think."
"Good! I'm goin' ter see if I've met my
match. If I have, I'll shake hands with yer an'
call yer ther best I've ever seen. Now, then, I'm
goin' ter split a card with a bullet at twenty
paces."
"A very good shot, if you can do it."
Rou:sn Riley felt in his pocket and quickly
produced a pack of cards. Selecting one, which
was the ace of hearts, he stepped over to a tree
and pinned it to the bark, so it was pointing
straignt toward the spot where Wild and his
partners were standing with the two miners who
had come out with them. As the Deadwood Deadshot walked back to them. Hoo came strolling
that way, puffing at a big black cigar.
"Velly nicee day, so be," the clever Chinee
said, addressing Rough Riley.
"Thunder!" exclaimed the Dead shot, looking
at t}re Chinaman in disgust. "What right have
you got to say that to me, heathen?"
"Lat allee light," was the reply. "Me velly
smartee Chi nee."
Crack! As qukk as a flash Rough Riley pulled his gun and shot the cigar out of Hop's
mouth.
"Hip l~i ! Whattee mattee ! " shouted the Celestial. running around behind our hero.
"How's that for quick shootin'?" Riley asked,
with a grin, as he nodded to Wild.
"Pretty good£ was the retort. "But see here,
Mr. Riley, don\" go it too strong on the Chinaman. He happens to be in our employ, and he
is one of the best heathens that ever lived."
"Oh, is that so? Well, I'll let him alone, then.
But I want ter show yer now how I kin split
that card over there, so jest watch."
He was easily twenty paces from the card, and
taking a position dfrectly in front of our friends,
he leveled his revolver quickly and pulled the
trigger.
Crack! As the report rang out the card fluttered to the ground in two pieces.
"There!" said the Deadwood Deadshot, proud-

ly. "What do yer think of that, Young Wild.
West? Can you do it?"
"I reckon I can," was the cool reply. "You ;vill
have to show me something better than that, Mr.
Riley."
"Is that so?" and the Deadshot looked surprised. "Well, probably I kin show yer somethin'
that's a little harder than that. But let's see you
make that shot first."
"Let;ne have a card, please. You have spoiled
the pa::k you have."
"Oh, that pack bas been spoiled afoie this.
There's only about thirty-five cards left to jt.
Any particular one yer want?"
"No, I don 't know as that makes any difference. "
"Of course it don't. Well, here's ther oueen
of clubs. It's ther first one I've come ter."
Wild took the card and walked over to the
tree. Ile found the pin the Deadshot had used
and quickly placed the card in position. Then he
stepped back, and just as though it was really
nothing to him, he pulled his revolver from the
holster and taking a quick aim, pulled the trigger.
Crack ! The card was cut in two ~s neatly as
though it was done with a knife.
"Good!" exclaimed Rough Riley, though it was
easy to see that he was rather surprised at i:,eeing his sl1ot duplicated. "I reckon I'll have ter
show you somethin' a little harder. Now, then,
I'm goin' ter make a shot that I'll bet a hundred
you can't duplicate."
"I'll take- that bet," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie,
quickly produdng a roll of bills.

CHA TER IV. - What Ha pened at Gambler
Jack's.
Young Wild West J-0oked keenly at the Deadwood Deadsot as he made the wager with Cheyenne Charlie. Ther was something about the
expre sion of the man's face that suggested that
he was betting on a sure thini;!. But the bov
deadshot was willing to go ahead. It was very
seldom that he wagered money himself, but
Cheyenne Ch rJ:ie was always eager to do it
every time he got a chance, especially when he
was putting up his money on Young Wild West.
Jim Dart was willinl!" to hold the stakes, and as
he took the money he said:
"The wager is that you are going to mage a
shot that Wild can't duplicate. If he does make
exactly the s me shot, you lose."
"That's it, my boy," and Riley grinned. "Now,
then, if you'll jest wait a minute till I go to ther
hotel, we'll have this thing settled."
lie ran back to the hotel, and a minute or two
later he reached the spot again.
"There!" said he, holding up an 01·dinarv hen's
egg. "This is goin' ter he ther target this time."
Even then Wid did not think that there was
anything wrong about the shooting, so he waited
to see what Riley would do. Something like forty
feet distant was a stum , and walking over to
this the Deadwood De shot placed the egg upon
it. Then he came i-traight back to our friends,
and drawing his revolver, said:
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"All right, I s'pose you'll soon git over this,
"No, then, if you can duplicate this shot,
Young Wild West, you are a wonder. If yer an' then we'll have a good time together."
It wa:, now well on toward supper time. The
can't I win Cheyenne Charlie's monev, that's all."
sun was low in the west, and it would not be
"That's right; go ahead."
RouR;1 Riley took a deliberate aim this time a great while before darkness would be upon the
Gulch. Hop walked off as though he was simply
and pulled the trigger.
Crack! As the report rang out the L..11:tr was taking a look around the property that belonged
broken ir.to fragments, the.. yolk aI\.d white run- to the hotel, while our her·o and his partners
made their way to the comfortable sitting-room
ning down the side of the stump.
"There!" he exclaimed in t1·iumph. "If vou kin where the girls were enjoying themselves after
break that same egg with a bullet, Young Wild their long 1·ide. Wild lost no time in telling,
West, you're a wonder. That's what I call du- them of the shooting match that had been held
outside, and he laughed heartily when he came
plicatin' my shot, you know."
Cheyenne Charlie looked amazE¥f. The:i an to the part of it where Charlie had lost his hunangry flush came over his face. But Wi!d and · dred dollars.
"That fellow says he is a man who is hard to
Jfm merely smiled. They both knew that the
Deadwoo(l Deadshot had caught them napping. beat," he added. "I reckon he is, too. There is
He had won the bet at a trick. It was a sure one thing about him; he certainly can handle a
thing that once the egg was broken, it could not gun."
"But you can surely beat him, Wild," Arietta
be broken again.
"I'll take ther money, if you please," said Riley, :-:poke up.
"Well, if I don't beat him, he will be the first
stepoing over to Jim.
"Hold on a minute!" the scout exclaimed, half one, that's all. We will have it out before we
angrily. "I reckon Wild hasn't taken a shot ~et. leave the gulch, you bet."
After a while the supper bell rang, and as
I'll go an, git another egg."
our friends were ready for the meal they lost no
"Oh, no, that won't do," and the Deadshot time in going into the dining-room. Dove-Eye
i,miled at him. "Ther understandin' was that Dave, who had been over to the mine, came in
Young Wild West was ter duplicate my shot. I from the barroom.
·
shot at the eg_g an' smashed it all ter piece .
"\Vild," said he, "there's two galoots outside
he
shot
my
duplicate
ter
goin'
he's
Now, then, if
as wants meter deliver a message to you."
must shoot at ther same egg, an' cause it ter
"ls that so, Dave?" the boy asked, looking at
break an' run ther &ame as it done before. If him with a smile. "Who are they?"
wonde1·."
real
a
he's
said,
jest
I
as
he kin do that,
"Their names is Dorkin an' Waller. They say
"That's a trick bet," growled the scout.
you don't like 'cm much, an' as they've jest about
"Well, you kin call it what yer like, but I
made up their minds ter stop here for a day or
reckon ther stakeholder will decide that I win."
two, they want ter know if it will be agreeable
"Of course he will," our hero spoke up. "Jim, ter you if they pay ther landlord."
give him the money. Charlie has lost."
"I sorter reckon that you'll find me to be a . "Well, you can tell them that I haven't any obhard man to beat," observed Riliey, as he pocket- , jections to them stopping here. I reckon ·we'll
ed the money. "Now, then, is there anything else keep a pretty good watch on them. Thev already understand our feelings towards them.
I kin do for you'?"
Go and tell them it is all right. I am not going
the
in
"Go ahead and show us something more
•to drive business away from Jackson."
way of shooting," Wild suggested.
The old miner gave a nod, and returned to the
"Well, not jest now. I feel so good over win- barroom. · Presently he came back, followed by
nin' that bet that I reckon I'll go over to ther the two gamblers, who acted very polite as they
hotel an' liquor up. I believe I'm jest in ther took their places at the table. Neither of them
humor ter go on a spree, an' when I git on a had anything to say to our friends, however,
good one, you kin bet that things howls around and probably they were wise in acting that way,
Blind Gulch. I'm ther Deadwood Deadshot, an' for Cheyenne Charlie was just waiting for them
when I let's myself loose everybody knows it."
to start a conversation. Then he would not be
"Well, if you go to letting yourself too loose long in telling them what he thought of them.
around he1·e somethin' might happen ter yer," The meal was served in good shape, and the
said Charlie, who was still angry at having been girls chatted and laughed as they ate. Dofkin
tricked out of his hundred dollars.
and Waller were the first to leave the table, and
"That's all right, Cheyenne Charlie. Don't git then Dove-Eye Dave followed their example.
mad about it. I want ter be friends with you
"I s'pose you'll go over an' have a look at ther
fellers, if I kin, but if I can't, why that's another mine to-morrow mornin', Wild," he said, as he
thing·."
was going· out.
Wild shot a warning glance at the scout, for
"Yes, Dave," was the reply. _ "We could have
he did not deem it advisable to get into a row gone over this afternoon, but I couldn't see that
with the man just then. If be really was a there was any use of it. I don't suppose it will
1·ascal he would show it after he had imbibed do us any good to look at it, anyhow."
some more liquor. Then if he made himself
"Well, I want yer to see jest how things are.
objectionable to them it would be time to act.
.
Then you kin pass your opinion."
The barroom of a mining camp hotel is about
"Won't yer join me in havin' a little drink?"
Rough Riley asked, as he started for the hotel. the only place that the male guest can use as a
"Not just now, thank you," our hero, who was sitting-room. It is there where all the news a.~d
really quite a little nettled at the shooting trick, gossip of the surrounding country is heard, so
after seeing that the girls were enjoying themanswered.
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selves with some books that happened to be in
the sitting-room, our hero and his partners .went
to the barroom. Quite a crowd had gathered
the1·e by this time, and the appea1·ance of the
three caused some of them to rush forward to
shake hands with them. The majority of the
population of Blind Gulch knew Young Wild
West and his partners very well, and it happened that there were some there who had not
seen them since their anival. One of the first
things that Wild took note of. was that the two
gamblers wel'e not present. He asked DoveEye Dave where they were, and received the
information that they had gone out immediately
after supper.
"I s'pose they've gone up to Gambler Jack's,"
the miner added, as he jerked his thumb in the
direction of a g-ambling saloon that was some
hundred yards further up the street. "There's
a faro game runnin' there all ther time; leastwise, it'E 1·unnin' when there's anyone ter buck
ther tiger. I s'pose that rascal of a Hop has
g-one up there, too, for I've looked around for
him an' can't find him. \Ving says he ain't seen
him since be had his supper, which was sornethin'
like fifteen minutes ago."
"Well, I hardly think Dorkin and Waller will
play cardR with Hop again," our hero declared.
"He certainly showed them that they had no
chance with him that time down in Santa Fe."
"What's ther trouble between you an' them
two galoots, anyhow?" Dove-Eye Dave asked.
Wild quickly told him, and then the old miner
opened wide his eyes.
"It's a wonder to ine yer didn't shoot 'em ther
minute you seen 'em. Jest to think of it. They
give a man fifty dollars ter shoot yer! Well, I
don't know Which is ther worst, them two or ther
galoot what took ther fifty dollars."
"They are, Dave, of course. The fellow who
took the mone:r was an ignorant scoundrel. He
was dead broke at the time, and I suppose he
didn't think it anything out of the way to pop
me over. It is hardly likely we will ever see
him again, but I was certain that we would meet
Dorkin and Waller up here. I was a little surprised to see them here when we came, but they,
of course, came by the railroad. Just how they
learned that we were corning here I don't know,
but as there was no secret about it, I suppose
it came from the landlord's wife down in Santa
Fe. She heard your letter read, you know."
"Oh, of course, she's told her husband all about
it, an' then ther gamblers have got hold of it,
too."
"Quite likely. Well, it seems that we have
got to look out for the two gamblers, for I am
satisfied that they won't rest until they've got
square with me in some fashion or other. Then
we have got to find out who flooded the mine."
"Well, I'll tell yer who I think it responsible
for it," and Dove-Eye Dave lowered his voice to
a whisper. "Rough Riley has been workin' hard
ag'in me ever since he's been here. He seemed
ter think that ther Arietta mine oughter be put
out of business. I don't know whether them what
owns ther Live Oak mine put him up ter it or
not, but since there ain't much ore bein' shipped
up here, an' they do ther most of ther shippin',
it might be that they want the whole thing to
themselves. Riley has about a dozen of ther

worst scoundrels 1 ever met under his control.
\,Vhen he starts on a spree he jest leads 'em
around like a flock of sheep, an' they do everything he tells' em ter. As yer know by this time,
he's an awful g-ood shot, an' he sartinly does
raise ructions."
"Well, I suppose we will see something of how
he acts belong very long'. He said before supper
that he was going to start in on a spree. All
right, Dave. Don't you fear that we won't take
care-of the Deadwood Deadshot. If he had anything to do with the flooding of the mine, you can
bet he'll get punished for it." ·
"He's sich a slick galoot that it'll be hard ter
git any evidence ag'in him, I'm afraid, Wild.""
"Well, that's all right. You leave that to me."
Rough Riley was not p1·esent at the time, and
there was no doubt that he was at Gambler
Jack's saloon. After lingering a while at the
barroom of the Gulch Hotel, our friends decided
to take a walk up to Gambler Jack's and see
what wa, going on. Dove-Eye Dave went with
them, for he declared that he wanted to point
out some of the rascals who infested the mining
camp. They were probably twenty or thirty
men in the saloon, which was brightly lighted up
with oil lamps. The faro dealer was doing a
good business at the further end of the room,
and several card tables were occupied by miners
and others who had dropped in. Our hero shot
a glance over the a:;;sernblage the moment he entered the door, and it was not long before he
saw Hop in a poker game. Dorkin and Waller
were there, too, but they were playing- at another
table with the Deadwood Deadshot and another
miner. The two men who were playing with
Hop had the stamp of villains right on their
faces, and as our ·hero watched them he saw
one of them slip a card to the other under the
table.
"They're trying- to cheat Hop, all right," he
thought. "Well let them go ahead. If he wins
their money he shall keep it, as far as I'm
concerned. I've tried m best to break him of
the gambling habit, but it can't be done. Certainly, I will never discharge him because he
chooses to gamble. His services are valuable to
us at different times, and if he must gamble,
that's all there is to it. But I never will let him
fleece an innocent. That is too much like highway robbery."
Gambler Jack W1;J.S a newcomer at Blind Gulch,
at least, he had focated there since our friends
had visited the place before. But someone must
have told him who the three were, for as they
stepoed over to the bar, he called out in a very
friendly way:
"Hello, Young Wild West! I'm mighty glad
ter see yer. How are yer, anyhow?"
"Oh, I'm pretty well, I reckon," was the reply.
"An' how is your pards?" Gambler Jack asked,
looking at Charlie and Jim.
"We're all right. you kin bet," Charlie retorted, rather gruffly, while Jim merely nodded
his head.
Gambler Jack was a thick-set man with a
smooth face and closely cropped hair. A big
scar ran from his forehead in zigzag fashion
almost to his ear, giving him anything but a
pleasing appearance.
"Excuse me for bein' so free with yer, boys,"
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he said, with a smile, "but I've heard considerable about yer since you come here to-dav,
an' as I jest said, I'm mighty glad ter see yer.
I'm an old New Yorker. I was born an' brought
up in that city, but I've lived out Wes t for
about nine years now, so Ive got putty well used
ter things here. I don't have ter tell yer what
kind of a place I'm runnin'. It's an out an' out
gamblin' saloon. Such things has got to be in
minin camps, 'cause ther miners has ter have
some way ter amuse themselves. Everybody
what comes here knows that I'm here ter make
money. I don't ask no on ter buck ther tiger
or play poker in my place. I don't ask no one
to bug a drink, either, but I'm always ready
ter take ther money when they want ter s pend
it. Now, then, I 1·eckon you know putty well
what sort of a man I am."
"Well, you are pretty frank, I will say," \Vild
answered, with a smile.
"That's ter way to be, in my way of thinkin'."
"Yes, I'll agree with you on that. Rave you
got any good cigars on hand'?"
"Plenty of 'em. I buy ther best that kin be
bought. Have one with me, you an' your pards."
Gambler Jack quickly produced a box of cigars
that he had stowed away, no dou'b.t because he
wanted to keep them for his own u se. They were
very go0d cigars. Wild smoked occasionally, and
so d~d Jim Dart, and when they did they always
smoked cigars. A pipe wa s not to their liking,
and they were opposed to ciga rettes, though the
majority of the cowboys they came in contact
with used cigarettes. Some of those who were
gambling paid no attention to our friends at
all, but others stared at them in an insolent
sort of way, so it was ea sy to g-uess who they
might look for as fr iends. Wild treated the
proprietor and those who were standing neal'
the bar, and then walked over and sat down
near the table where Hop was playing poker.
The Chinaman looked a little uneasy when
he saw the young deadshot, but did not let on
that he knew him at all. The game kept on for
about half an hour. and Hop was winning nearly
all the pots, in spite of the fact that the two
men we1·e doing· thei_r best to cheat him. It
seemed that every time they made the attempt
he thwarted them by his clevern ss. After a
while one of them got angry, and rising from
the table, exclaimed:
"You're a thief, heathen! You've been skinnin'
right along."
"Lat allee 1ig·ht, my fliend," the Celestial answered, with a sweet smile. "You che tee velly
machee, too, so be, but you not gittee um money.
Me ve.lly smartee Chinee.''
"You dare say that I cheat!"
"Lat light," was the cool retort.
Then Hop reached under the table as though
he was looking for something he had dropped.
But what he really did was to lrg-ht a big firecracker he had placed ther some time before
with the lighted end of his cigar. The cardsharp was very red in the face, now, and acted
as though he was going to do ha1·m to the China:man. But Hop quickly arose and stepped away
from the table, and the next instant there was
a loud explosion and the table leaped into the
air a couple of feet. The other card-sharp, who
had not risen from his ch.air. was hurled back-
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ward to the floor, and then all was confusion
in the gambling place. Crack! Cr:ick ! Two
shots rang out, and Young Wild West felt a.
sharp sting on his left eaT.

,C HAPTER V.-The Gamblers Step Out.
Young Wild West was well satisfied that the
gamblers had fired the shots at him, and as
quick as a flash he exclaimed, in a low to1 of
voice:
"DTop to the floor, boys!"
. Charlie, Jim and Dove-Eye Dave were standmg very close to him at the time, and the smok~
from the explosion did not altogether shut them
off from his view. His two partners were upon
the floor almost as soon as the boy, and DoveEye Dave was not slow to follow them. Wil<l
quickly c1·awled under the nearest table. Eve1·yone seemed to be trying- to get out of the room,
but he ,,.,anted to remain there, for he had an
idea that his would-be murderers would not leave
right away. Paying no . attention to the cries
of alarm that came from the excited men who
aid not understand the cause of the expl~sion,
the young deadshot calmly waited for the smoke
to get out of the building. As it was in the
warm weather, some windows were onen as well
as the doors, and it was not more than a minute
before he could see about him. He looked in
the direction of the faro table and saw two men
standing close to an open door that led to another part of the building. They were Dorkin
and Waller.
Both held revolvers in their hands too and
they were looking eagerly in the di~ecti~n of
the bar, a s though they expected to see the boy
lying there dead. Wlrnt they did see were the
crouching form s of the young deaclshot's partners and Dove-Eye Dave. Crack! Wild was
just going to spring from under the table and
confront them when Cheyenne Charlie fired. The
bullet brought Dorkin to the floor in a jiffy.
Waller gave a violent start and fired a shot in
return. Crack! crack! It was Dove-Eye Dave
who fo·ed the two shots, and down went the
second gambler. Young Wild West coolly crept
from under the table, and rising to his feet,
walk~ over to where they lay. Dorkin was
breathmg, though rather heavily, but Waller had
"•c ashed in his chips," so to speak.
"Well, you came up here on purpose to finish
me, didn't you, you hound?" the boy asked, as he
knelt over the wounded man. "You have got
your billet, all right, Dorkin, though it wasn't
done by me. If your aim had been a little
straighter I suppose I would be dead now, but
I always was a lucky chap, and beyond a little
scratch on the ear, not one of the bullets touched
me. I am as well as ever."
Dorkin muttered something, and then turning
over on his side, raised his gun to take another
shot. But it was easy for the boy to kick
the weapon from his hand, and with a groan of
mingled rage and pain, the gambler fell back
and expired. Just then Gambler Jack, who had
left the building with the 1·est of its i.11.mates.
ventured to come inside.
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"Hello, Young Wild West! What's all ther
shootin' about?" he asked.
The boy coolly pointed to the two silent forms
on the floor.
"They tried to get _E?.e, but they missed," he
answered.
"I see. \iVas it them what made that big explosion an filled ther room full of smoke, so they
could git a shot at you?"
"No, tr.ey didn't do that. The cause of the
explosion was a big firecracker that our clever
Chinee set off."
"That's what someone has been tryin' ter tell
me. Where is ther Chinee?"
"I couldn't tell you to save my life, but I
reckon he's not far away."
Hearing them talking, the others now came
in. The foremost of them was Roup;h RHey.
"Been havin' a little shootin' match in here,
Young Wild West?" he asked, as he looked at
the boy, in a peculiar sort of way.
"Yes, but I didn't take any part in it," was
the reply, "though I was one of the targ·ets, for
all that. I got shot on the ear."
"I see the blood tricklin' down. Who done it?"
"I don't know which of them did it," and Wild
nodded to the bodies on the floor.
Then for the first time the Deadwood Deadshot saw that two men had been shot.
"\Vo,v !" he exclaimed. "\Vho are they, anyho,v?"
"They're two friends of yours, Riley-ther
gamblers what come up here ther other day,"
Dove-Eye Dave answered, quickly.
"What! Dorkin an' Waller dead!" cried Riley,
as he ran over to see if such was really the case.
"I reckon they're dead enough," the manager
of the flooded mine said, with a grin .
"If you was as dead as they are, I reckon
there would be less tanglefoot drunk in this he1·e
camp," Cheyenne Charlie added.
But the Deadwood Deadshot paid no attention
to what they said, and looking sharply at Wild,
he said:
"You didn't take no part in this here shootin',
eh, Young Wild West?"
"No, I didn't. I didn't have to, in fact. If
I had had my way about it, they wouldn't have
been shot. I would have taken them alive."
"Oh, is that so? Well, I want ter say right
here that ther two men what's been dropped was
mighty decent sort of fellers. I consider that
thev was friends of mine, an' I want ter know
now who shot 'em."
"I shot one of 'em," Cheyenne Charlie retorted,
quickly, as he stepped nearer to the questioner.
"An' I put two bullets through ther carcass
of thei- other one," Dove-Eye Dave added.
The hand of the Deadwood Deadshot leaped for
one of his revolvers. But Wild divined his inten •ion, an cl as quick as a flash he had him
covered.
"Y -,u hold on, Mr. Riley," he said, calmly,
while a smile showed upon his handsome face.
'·You hear what I say!"
A deep rilence came over the assemblage. It
wos the fin;t time ·the spectators had ever seen
Rough Rile;;' standing before a leveled revolver.
He was one of the sort who always get the drop
on his man, but now he stood completely cowed
Lefore the boy. For t.he space of several seconds

the Deadwood Deadshot did not deign to open
his mouth. Then as he slowly took his hand
away from his rev:ilver, he said:
"You have got me, Young Wild West. You're
ther first one who has been able ter do it in
Congratulate yourself, my
three long years.
,
boy."
"Oh, I reckon it isn't necessary for me to
congratulate myself," was the retort. "But you
heard what I said. Thi s afternoon you made
the remark that you wanted to be friendly with
us. Just because two scoundrels who came here
for the sole purpose of killing me have been
shot down by a couple of my friends, you have
changed your mind. But it matters not to me.
If they are friends of yours, and you don't like
it because they got their medicine, you can do
just as you please about it. Shall I take it for
granted that you mean to get revenge for what
has happened?"
"You sartinly kin take it that way, Young
Wild West."
"All right. Let it go at that, then."
Rough Riley was nearly as cool as the boy
now, and walking over to the bar, he ordered a
drink. Cheyenne Charlie followed him, and get•
ting· up close to him, exclaimed:
"If you want anything out of me, jest start
xight in! I don't care what sort of a deadshot
yer are, an' don't yer forgit it."
"It wouldn't be safe for me to start in any•
thing like that jest n.ow," and Riley actually
smiled. "I'll ketch you some time when Young
Wild West ain't around."
"Oh, yer will, eh? Well, you know what I'm
goin' te1· do to you right now?"
"Not much, I reckon."
I'll show yer."
Charlie had completely lost his temper, and
with remarkable quickness he swung his fist
heavily and landed· it upon the man's forehead.
Rough Riley went to the floor in a heap. But
he was not so dazed that he did not know what
he was doing, and his hand was holding to the
butt of a revolver as he landed upon the floor.
Before he could jerk it from the holster, however,
the scout made a savage kick at him and sent it
flying across the room. Then, like a cat, Charlie
pounced upon him and held him down. Wild did
not offer to remonst1·ate at all, for he knew that
the Deadwood Deadshot was the most dangerous
customer there was in the whole mining camp,
and since he had openly declared that he was go•
ing to sE'ek revenge for the shooting of the two
gamblers, he thought it was all right to settle
it right then and there. Three times the scout
banged the villain's head against the floor, and
then, satisfied that he was unconsciou s, he arose
to his feet. Rough Riley lay very still now, and
the surprised spectators looked on in silence. But
Riley had plenty of friends there, and one of
them not being able to hold his tongue any longc.
er, nodded to Dove-Eye Dave and said:
It's mighty funny you .didn't have it out with
Rilev afore this. I s'pose yer wanted ter wait
till Young Wild West an' his pards got here, so
you would have someone ter take your part. I'll
tell you what I'll do with you, old man; I'll go
outside an' shoot it out with yer."
"Come right along, you sneakin' galoot," Dove•
Eye Dave retorted, as he started for the door.
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The ruffian did not hesitate but started after started for the door. No one offered to interfere
him at 011ce.. Others made a move to follow, but with them, and not a word was said until they
then Young ,Wild West stepped before the door passed out. Then Gambler Jack called out:
and exclaimed:
"Come in an' see me again, boys. I want yer
"Hold on! Thev are going out to settle the to know that I'm all right, an' I'm proud ter
dispute. The rest of you stay right where you think that I've made ther acquaintance of Young
are.· The first man who attemnts to pass through Wild West, ther boss of ther whole West."
this door will get his medicine."
"That's all right, Jack," Wild answered. "I
This completely cowed them, though many believe you really mean what you say, and I
were the savage glances that were cast at the am 'sorry we have injured your business by callboy and his friends. Dove-Eye Dave and the ing on you."
villain had not been outside a full minute before
""\-Veil, there's only jest so much money to be
two shots sounded. Then footsteps were heard spent, anyhow, so I'll git it sooner or later."
approaching the door, and in stepped the old
The four now walked leisurely back to the
miner, a smoking revolver in his hand.
Gulch Hotel. Of course they kept a lookout be"I got him, Wild," he said. "He shot first,
hind them as they did so, for there was no tellbut he missed me by a couple of inches. Who's ing just \\·hen a volley of shots might be fired
ther next galoot what wants ter have it out at them. But nothing of the kind happened, and
with me?"
entering the hotel barroom, they found Hop ,
There was no reply to this, so Wild wallfed calmly seated at a table toying with a pack of
over to where Deadwood Deadshot lay and lifted cards, and puffing away at ~ big black cigar.
his head. He quickly ·saw that the man was
"Evelythling allee light, lVIisler Wild"/" the
feigning- unconsciousness, and taking him by elver Chinee asked, with a grin.
the arm, he gave a sudden pull upward, at the
"Everything but this, Hop," was the reply, as
same time calling out, sharply:
the boy touched his wounded ear.
"Get up, Riley, you can't fool us that way.
do lat, Misler Wild?" and Hop bounded
You are simply waiting to get a shot at some to "Who
his feet and ran quickly to him to see the
of us."
of ' the wound.
"What's that?" Riley cried, as though he did extent
"One of the gamblers."
not understand what was going on.
The Chinaman was much surprised.
"Never mind asking any questions. I reckon
hear um shootee when me jumpee ounee
you know all that is taking place here. You um"Me
windee," de declared. "\Vhattee you do len?"
just sit down now and take it easy."
"Well, Hop, I dropped to the floor, so I would
The boy quickly pushed him to a chair, and
not run a chance of having another shot come
that settled it for the time being.
as close as one of the others did."
"Now, then, gentlemen," said Wild, nodding to
"Me undelstand. Whatee Misler Charlie do?"
those he knew were his. enemies, "we are going
"Well, he shot one of the gamblers .rust as
to stay at Blind Gulch for a few days, and if
you fellows take a notion to interfere with us soon as he could see through the smoke."
"Lat light," and the Chinaman grinned as
you will have to take the consequences. That is '
though it was pleasant news for him.
about all I care to say just now."
"An' Dove-Eye Dave got the other," Jim Dart
"Well, by thunder!" came from the lips of
Gambler Jack, who had taken his place behind spoke up.
"An' then we had a little talk with their Deadthe bar again. "Who would ever think that
anything like this could happen right here in wood Deadshot," Dove-Eye Dave added, as
Blind Gulch, ther toughest minin' camp in all though it was his turn to speak.
Colorado."
"Now, then, you have heard all about it. Is
"There will be more than this to happen be- there anything else you want to know, heathen?"
fore we go away, and you can bet on that,
Charlie questioned, sharply.
Gambler Jack," our hero answered with a smile.
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. You no gittee
"If you have any influence with the Deadwood mad, so be. Me velly goodee Chinee."
Deadshot and his friends, you had better advise
Jackson, the proprietor, was present, and full
them to be very careful how they act. I have a of curiosity to learn what had happened, he
strong notion of making them pump out the questioned our hero about it. Wild told him the
mine they flooded."
whole thing, and when he had listened the hotelA hoarse murmur went up as this accusation keeper shook his head and looked rather grave.
was made, and it was easy for our friends to
"I'm sorry you have got Rough Riley ag'in yer,
tell that the guilty ones were right there.
"It was a villainous trick to flood the mine," Wild," he declared. ''He's a dangerous feller, an'
went on the dashing young deadshot, in his cool · no mistake."
"Well, it can't be helped, Mr. Jackson," and
and easy way, "and I can't see how any of you
could be benefited by it. But it's all right. I am the boy smiled at him just as though he did not
going to take a look at things to-morrow and look at it very seriously. "If Rough Riley looks
see what !he condition is over at the mine. If for revenge I reckon we'll have to take care
I think it would pay to pump it out I am going of him, that's all."
to give you fellows the job. You can bet your
After cautioning Hop not to leave the hotel
life if I put you on it you will do the work, too. again that night, Wild and his partners joined
If you do it you will get no pay. I want you the girls in another part of the hotel. They
to understand that."
told them all about their visit to Gambler Jack's,
Wild decided that he had said enough, so he and the result was that the girls were quite a
nodded to his partners and Dove-Eye Dave and little worried. But their fears were laughed
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away, and when it came time to retire they an
went to their rooms, with the intention of getting
a guod nighi's sleep.

CHAPTER VI.-Tlne Flooding of the Mine
Explained.
Young Wild West awoke at the usual time the
next morning, after having passed a comfortable
night. The boy was so u sed to sleeping in a
tent anrl stepping out in the fresh open air the
instant he arose, that even though the windows
were oper.. in the room, the air seemed stuffy to
him. It was a rather large room that he occupied with Charlie and Jim, and as he· !>egan
moving about his partners awoke.
"Hello, it's daylight ,I see," said the scout.
"Well, I reckon we had better git ready for business. That Deadwood Deadshot will be lookin'
:for me, I s'pose, putty soon ."
"That's right, Charlie," our hero answered.
"But I think you had better leave him to me.
Not saying that you might not be able to take
care of him, but I have an idea that I can handle
him better."
"I ain't afraid of the galoot, Wild. If I kin
only see him when he's comin' he won't git no
-cha:nce at me. I mean ter shoot quick an'
,1;traight, an' I want ter kill, too. I'm sartin he
•nte:nds ter kill me, if he kin."
"Yes, he has shoYm his full chara::te1·, and I
am well satisfied that he is a bad man ef the
worst type. But I teU you what you do: If I
am near by when you see Rough Riley, you just
leave him to me. Maybe I can settle the busilless without having any shooting done."
"Well, if you want it that way, Charlie."
"All right, then. But you kin bet your life
I'm goin' ter keep my eyes peeled."
"I'll be looking al'Ound occasionally, too," Jim
Dal't observed. "I suppose Riley and his gang
will want all of us, since they no doubt flooded
the mine, and know we are aware of it. ·what
you said was quite enough to make them feel
that way, anyhow, Wild."
"Well, I thought I would express my feelings
last night, so I just let it out in a hurry."
The three were soon ready to leave the room,
and then they went downtsail's and out of the
back way. There was plenty of water outside
at a well, and asking for a couple of towels
and some soap from the mistress of the hotel,
they were soon engaged in having a good wash
out of doors.
"Blame them China wash-towels, anyhow,
what they've got up in ther room," said the
scout, as he gave his head a good sousing. "That
might be all i-ight for a tenderfoot, but it don't
go yith me. When I have a wash I take one for
fair, an' don't yer forgit it."
It was quite evident that his partners were
of the same mind, for they seemed to thol'oughly
enjoy the copious quantity of water they had at
their disposal. A few minutes later they had
combed their hair and were ready for breakfast. The girls had not yet come downstairs,
so Wild suggested that they go to the stable
and see how the horses were getting oh. It
was well that they did this, foi- as they neared

the stable they heard the sound of hurried f ootsteJ:l,S, and as they looked in the direction the
sounns came from they were just in time to see
a man running as though for his life. He disappeared behind a shanty that stood bark among
some bushes.
"Wonde1· what that fellow was up to ?" said
Wild, as he hurried to where the horses were
kept. He soon found out. His noble sorrel stallion, Spitfire, had ben untied and a saddfe was
upon hi · back, though the girths had not been
buckled yet.
"A horse thief, by jingo!" the young deadshot
exclaimed; his eyes flashing. "I reckon that fellow was trying to get away with my horse. Do
you think you could recognize him again, boys,
if you saw him?"
"I'm sure I couJd," Jim Dart answered, quickly. "If I am not mistaken, he is one of the
rascal s who was at Gambler Jack's last ni_g,ht.
He is the very one who had something to say,
too, Wild. He didn't like it because Dove-Eye
Dave dropJ)ed the man who invited him outside."
"I guess it was that fellow," and our hero
gave a nod. " I j u st caught a glimpse of him.
Well 1 all r-ight. You just take care of tne horses
anc:\ stay here. I wiJl follow him up and see
where he goes."
The young deadshot went around the ;table,
and finding there were plenty of bushes to conceal him from sight, he dropped to the ground
and began creping cautiously toward the shanty.
As he got w1thh1 a few yards of it smoke began
pouring from the chimney that was built on the
outside of it, and just protruded a little above
the roof. The boy laughf;d soitly to himse1f.
"The scoundrel is in there, and he is kindling
a fire to make it appear that he has· just got
out of bed, I suppose. He know very well that
we saw someone nmning away, and would probably (:ome here to investigate. Well, that's all
right. I won't disturb him just yet; I'll iest do
a little eavesdropping."
Watching his chance, the boy crept on around
and soon made his way right to the rear of the
shanty. As he supposed, there was n0Hii>1g but
beards between him and the interior. He could
hear someone bustling about inside, nn<l after
waiting for a minute or two, a voice said:
"Come, git up, Bill. There ain't no use layin'
there to put up a bluff. I reckou they ai:n ·t comin' here. Maybe they didn't see which wav I
run. If they had only stayed awav abou t two
minutes longer I'd been off with him ..,
"Why didn't you git on his back and ride away,
anyhow?" came the gi-owiing ,::ort of repTy, and
then Wild heard another pe1svn moving inside
the shanty.
"I didn't have time. - I hadn't nnt c.n ther
bridle- yet, an' I didn't have ther sE:.Jdle buckled
yet, either. I reckon I was puttv w1se in runnin'
away as I did. It wa,; You:ng Wild West an' his
partners what was comin ' to the stab]e."
Thi s was quite enou:1ch for the young deadshot. The man who h~id trie ·i to ste:i.l his horse
was inside the shanty, and he had a companion
with him·. But that made no difference to him.
Rising to his feet, he steppe:! ,;;oftly around to
the door. There was a la'th upon it, and after
he had lifted. it he gave a sudden kick and
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sent the door flying- open. Drawing· a revolver,
he leaped inside as quick as a flash.
"I reckon I want you two g-aloots,'' he said.
'·Hold up your hands!"
If an earthquake had happened the two vilains would not have been surprised. The fellow
who had run from the stable was in the aci or
placing a coffee-kettle on a rusty old wood-stove,
and the other occupant was just putting on his
clothine;. Bang! The coffee-pot fell to the floor
and its contents were spilled, while· a cloud of
steam went up, for some of it had dropped upon
the stove. The man who was dressing himself
made a grab for a gun, which lay on a chair
by him.
"Touch that and you will be a dead man,"
said Wild, sternly.
"Well, I reckon I won't touch it, then, young
feller," came the reply. "You have got the
drop on me, so let it go at that, won't yer? You
kin see I'm jest gittin' out of bed, so I ain't done
nothing· to yer."
"Well, I won't say that you have. But this
fellow was going- to take my horse. Now, then,
I am going to take him, and you will have to
come along, too, of course. I want you for a
witness."
"You have made a mistake, Young Wild \Vest,"
the horse thief declared, doing his best to remain
cool. "I ain't been out of ther shanty this mornin'."
"Is that so? What were you just telling your
pard, then? Didn't you tell him that you came
very near getting my sorrel stallion, and if I
had been a couple of minutes later in _g·etttng
there, you would have succeeded? I overheard
what you said, because I was crouching right behing tlu, shanty at the time."
"Did I say anythink like that, Bill?" the man
asked, as he turned his gaze upon his partner.
"Of course yer did. \Vhat's ther use of tryin'
ter deny it?" carr.e the reply.
It was evident that BUI, as he was called, was
ready to make a clean breast of it, so he might
be exonerated in the horse stealing affair.
"You cur, you!" cried the accused rascar, and
seeming to forget the presence of our hero, he
sprang forward and :grappled with his partner.
The two were upon the floor in an instant, but
Wild did not intend to let anything like that go
on very Jong. He knew that either of them
might pull a gun and then he might receive a
bullet himself.
"Stop that, or I'll shoot vou both!" he cried,
in a commanding tone of voice.
Instantly the two men ceased fighting.
"Now, then," said Wild, as they were in the
act of rising to their feet, "I reckon I'll take
charge of your hardware. I said you were going with me, and you can bet your life that you
are, too. I don't want to be compelled to shoot
you-, but just dare to go against what I say, and
I certainly will."
"Let me off, Young Wild West," pleaded Bill.
as he dropped back upon the stool he had been
sitting upon when attacked by his companion.
"I'll tell yer all about it. It was Rough Riley,
ther Deadwood Deadshot, as put up ther iob ter
flood Dove-Eye Dave's mine. I knowed all about
it an' I s'pose I'm as bad as ther rest, though
I wasn't there when ther thing was done. It
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was Rough Riley what set off ther blast that
broke away ther shaft so ther water could run
in. This galoot here what was trying so hard
t er steal your horse helped put ther dynamite in
the'r hole. I'll turn State's evidence, 'cause I
know there',; goin ' ter be trouble about it, an'
most likely someone will git sent up, if they live
ter git a trial."
"Well, I must say that you're a splendid specimen of a man," said Wild, looking at him in dis- gust. "While the information you are giving
me is worth considerable, I don't give vou any
credit for it. You are going back on your own
crowd. But s ince you are 1·eady to turn State's
evidence, I can't see as how I ought to shoot you.
·
But I mu s t take you a prisoner."
"How kin you take anyone a prisoner?" the
other questioned, doggedly. "You're nothin' but
a boy, so you can't be even a deputy sheriff. A
deputy heriff has got ter be twenty-one in this
here State, if I know anything about it."
" \Veil, don't you worry about that. I am not
a deputy sheriff, that's right. But I'd like to
see anyone stou me from taking· you, just the
same. Now, then, you come with me. I am
going to take you right over to the hotel and
let tho 3e who hapl)en to be there when we arrive hear the story of this splendid partner of
yours. Come on."
Both men had been di armed, so there was no
help for it, and when Wild pushed the would-be
horse t hief toward the door he walked slowly.
Bill got up and followed, and then keeping them
right in fron t of him, Wild started back in
the direction of the hotel. He took them by
way of the stable, of course, for he wanted to
let Chal'lie and Jim know all about it. When
his partners saw him coming with-the two prisoners, they hastened to meet him.
"You got him, I see," said Jim, as he pointed
to the guilty man. "I knew I was not mistaken.
That is the fellow, Wild."
"Yes, I know all about it now, Jim," was the
~·eply. "You see, I listened behind the shanty
Just long enough to hear him telling this other
fellow all about it. Bill, as this one is called,
refused to back him up by a lie, when he denied
it. He has even admitted that it was the Deadwood Deadshot who flooded the mine. But come
on. Let's go to the hotel. I want a few witnesses
in this ca se. This fellow, Bill, has turned State's
evidence, and he is going to make a clean breast
of the whole thing."
They were not long in marching the prisoners
to the front of the hotel. As they got there
Dove-Eye Dave and the man who was in charge
of the l:ar came out of the door. Roth were
surpris:~d when they saw our hero and his parts
ners with the two prisoners.
"What's ther matter, Wild?" Dove-Fye Dave
asked, in surprise.
The young deadshot quickly related what had
happened.
"Is there anyone else around here?" he asked
'
.
looking at the bartender.
"No," was the reply.
"Well, Dave, you go and find a few reliable
men, so they can listen to the story this fellow
·
is going to tell."
He nodded at Bill as he said this. The old
mine,. 1Wderstood what wa;, rP.m1ired of him, se
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he quickly hastened away. In a fe'w minutes
he Teturned with three miners, and after Wild
l1ad related how one of the prisoners had attempted to steal his horse and what had followed,
he turned to Bill and said:
"Now, then, just tell your story, so these men
can hear all about it."
"l'Jl do that, all right," was the quick reply.
Then he gave the outline of how Rough Riley
had beea planning for some little time to put the
Anetta mine out of business, and how he had at
last ~Lccomplished it. He gave the names of
seven men w.ho were present at the time the blast
was set off. Wild wrote the names down upon a
piece of paper, and then handed it to DovP.-Eye
Dave.
"You know these fellows, I suppose," he said,
with a smile. "I will want you to point them
out to me•just as soon as we meet them."
"l'Il do that, all right, Wild," was the reply.
"All of 'em was in Gambler Jack's last night
when . ther rumpus took place. I reckon we're
gittin' this thing down to a fine point, now."
"Well, the next thing to do is to put this fellow
in the lock-up. The charge I will make against
him is that he was in the act of stealing my
horse. That wilI do for the p1·esent, I think."
One of the miners happened to be a deputy
sheriff, so, with a grin, he placed his hand upon
the shoulder of the rascal, and said:
"You come with me. I'll attend to your case."
"As for Bill," said Wild, nodding to the other,
''I reckon we'll let him have the liberty of the
camp. But if he attempts to go away, he wilJ
get a bullet. You understand what I saw, Bill?"
"I reckon I do, Young Wild West," came the
retort, wble an expression of joy came over his
face. "I won't try ter git away, an' you kin bet."
"It isn't necessary that it should be known
that this man has turned State's evidence, boys,"
our hero said, looking at those standing around.
"Just keep that par-£ of it quiet."
They all said they would, but Wild was afraid
the bartender might slip it out, so he cautioned
him to keep mum on the subject.
"He will be our main witness if it ever comes
to a trial," the young deadshot went on to say,
"and if they knew that he had given the thing
awey they might kilI him. "
"Ther Deadwood Deadshot wouldn't let him
Jive a minute if he knowed it," declared the horse
thief. "You kin bet your life I'm goin' ter tell
him about it jest as soon as I kin, too. Bill has
shown himself ter be a rank coward. He's jest
as bad as any of us, an' if we git hung he
oughter git ther same dose."
"Shet up!" cried the deputy sheriff, sharply,
as he gave the man's arm a twist. "You have
got nothin' to say. I'll see ter it that you don't
git no word to Rough Riley, an' don't yer forgit
it. Young Wild West is in Blind Gulch now, an'
I reckon things is goin' ter be run a little different here."
Then the prisoner was marched away, the
other two miners accompanying the sheriff, so
there would be no possible chance of his getting
away. Wild did not care a great deal whether
the man was locked up or not, for he figured
that there was going to be a big fight before
many hours, anyhow. That Deadwood Deadshot
would start the thing up the moment be heard

that one of his companions had been captured,
he was certain. Breakfast was ready and waiting for our friends, so after cautioning Bill to
be .careful that he did not leave the camp, they
went inside and joined the girls, who were waiting for them.
"You can't be very hungry this morning,"
Arietta said, with a smile, as they ,c ame in. "You
have kept us waiting for nearly fifteen minutes."
"Well, I reckon we had good cause for it, Et,"
Wild answered.
Tl'len he related how they had been just in
time to save Spitfire from being stolen, and how
the would-be thief had been captured and was
in the hands of a deputy sheriff. As the landlord's wife was present, Wild did not relate
anything further just then. They ate a hearty
breakfast, and as our hero arose he nodded to
his partners and said:
"Now, then, boys, if Dave is ready we will go
over and inspect the flooded mine."
"You kin bet your life I'm ready," Dove-Eye
Dave answered, as he swallowed the last of his
coffee.
"Can't we go, too, Wild?" .Arietta asked. "You
know the mine was named for me, and I am
anxious to see what it looks like just now."
"Well, I suppose there won't be any harm in
taking you over there," the boy answered, after
thinking for a moment. "It is hardly likely that
there will be any trouble within an hour or two.
Get yourselves ready and come on."
All the girls had to do was to get their hats,
so a couple of minutes later they all left the
hot_el and started to walk over to the mine,
which lay perhaps a quarter of a mile from
the, hotel. What little machinery there was to be
seen was rusty from lack of use, and there was
an air of desolation about the spot. Dove-Eye
Dave unlocked the door of the shanty office and
showed Wild the books. The boy merely looked
at the footings and when he saw that the business had not paid for some time, he shook his
head and said:
"Well, I reckon we'll abandon the mine, Dave.
There is no need of going to the expense of
getting the water out of it. Of course, I suppose if I made up my mind to do so, I would
force this gang to pump away until the water
was out. But even then things would be in such
a bad state that it would not pay t(, go ahead
with the work. It looks to me as fi'iougb the
silver ore is about exhausted, anyhow."
"That's what I've thc,ught for nigh onter a
year," Dove Eye Dare declared. "Of course I
didn't want ter tell yer so, but when I •sent yer
ther reports every three months I thought yer
could see for yourself."
"How about the Live Qak mine?" asked Jim
·
Dart.
"Well, that's payin' putty good, I reckon."
"The man they call the Deadwood Deadshot is
a foreman up there, isn't lie?" Arietta asked.
"Yes, that's right."
"And you think he was responsible for flooding
o1l.r mine?" the girl questioned.
"We don't think anything about it, Et," Wild
answered, with a smile. "We know it for a fact
now."
Then he told the girls how they had learned all
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about the flooding of the mine, and who had been
responsible for i~.
CHAPTER VII.-The Pri oner Escapes from the
Lockup.
After Young Wild West and his friends had
left Gambler Jack's the Deadwood Deadshot plied
drink after drink of whisky in him, and wnen
he thought he was just right, he began practicing with his revolvers. He had the miners in
a state of terror for the next hour, though sev,eral of them managed to make their escape
from the place. When he wound up by shooting
all the lights out of the place he seemed satisfied, and left to sleep off his drunk. It was
rather fate the next morning when he arose, and
beging in anything but a pleasant humor, he
headed for the gambling place to "liquor up," a.s
he termed it. Gambler Jack was nott here, but
two men were busy finishing up the repairs that
had been necessary to malce from the result of
the "high old time" Riley had had the night before. When he had swallowed two or three
drinks it occurred to him that it was now time
to go in search of Cheyenne Charlie.
"Boys," said he, to two or three or his followers who had gathere there, "come along with
me. There's goin' ter be ther biggest shoot-up
this mornin' that Blind Gulch has ever seen.
I'm goin' after that tall galoot of a pard of
Young Wild West's, an' if I don't git him inside
of half an hour I'll give up ther title of ther
boss of ther camp. Come on. If Young Wild
West dares ter show himself while ther shootin is goin' on I'm goin' ter make him a target,
too."
They all cheered· him on, and forgetting how
he had been cowed by Young Wild West, Rough
Riley sallied forth on his errand. But as he
drew near the hotel our friends were stopping
at he became more quiet. He looked at his com- panions who were following him and found that
thev were talking in whispers.
"What's the1· matter, boys?" he said, as he came
to a halt. "Yer don't seem ter be very lively."
"There ain't nothin' ther matter," one of them
answered. "But Jake here jest com.~ along an'
said as how one of ther boys is in ther lockup."
"What!" and the Deadshot gave a start and
scowled fie_rcely. "Young Wild West caught him
tryin' ter steal his horse, an' he's turned him.
over to a deputy, who's got him in ther lock-up."
"Tryin' to steal Young Wild West's horse, eh?
\Veil, Pete always was a horse thief, but I
didn't think he would try anything like that jest
now. So he's in ther lock-up eh? Well, I rec.kon
he's got ter come out of there in a jiffy. Come
on. We'll go over there first."
Riley turned ap.d headed straight for the lockup, which was nothing more than a shanty structu~e. that could hardly be called anything like
a Jail. As ~e strode up, followed by his villainous compamons, he was met by the miner who
was in charge of the prisoner.
"Good mornin'," said the Deadwood Deadshot
briskly. "I hear you have got one of my friend~
locked up."
"Tha~•s right, Riley," came the retort. "I hope

you ain't come over here to make any trouble,
are yer?"
"Oh, no, I ain't goin' ter make a bit of trouble.
I jest come over ter let him out, that's all."
"Well, I've 11;ot two men here, an' as I'm a.
sworn-in deputy sheriff, I reckon you had better
not try anything like that."
"What's that you say?" roared Riley, angrily,
as he drew a revolver.
Crack! The deputy sheriff made a gi·ab for ,
his hat, where there was now a bullet hole, for ·
th_e Deadshot had not fired to injure him, but
merely to put a hole through his hat.
"Hold on, Riley," he said, when he found tha~
he was :not hurt any. "Jest look at this in a
reasonable sort of way, won't yer?"
. "Sartinly, I will. I always do, don't I? Boys,
Jest bust open that door."
The last was said to his followers, and two
of them stepped forward without any hesitation
and threw their shoulders against the door of ·
the shanty. There was a cracking sound but
'
it did not give way.
"Give it to her again," shouted Riley.
Cras_h ! This time the door flew from ' lt.!
hinges.
'.'Come out here, Pete," said Riley wltn a
grm. "I reckon. they · ain't goin' ter keep you ,
lo~:rnd up, no:t while I'm around, anyhow."
Muc~ obhged to yer, Riley," and Pete came
!orth, his, face wreathed in smiles. "I knowed
it wo1_1l~n t be long that I'd stay here, 'cause
yo_u au~ t there sort of a leader ter allow anythmg like that. But you had better look out.
Here comes Young Wild West an' his pards "
Sure ~o~gh,. our friends had caught sight
?f the villams Just before the door was broken
m, and they wer~ hurrying to the scene. DoveE_Ye Dave w~s with them, and coming at a little
d~s.tance behmd them were several of the honest
citizens of Blind Gulch.
"Wow!" :relied the Deadwood Deadshot, and
out came his other revolver.
Swinging the two weapons over his head he
started on a run to meet our hero who was ~OW
a few _Yl:lrds in the lead of the ;est. But they
were a little two far off to make a telling sJ1 ot
so .he danced about definantly and waited fo;
them ~o get_close:r. Meanwhile Young Wild West
was right m trim for the fray. He knew he
~ad a hard man to beat but he meant to do it
'
Just the same.
"D.on't shoot to k_ill him, boys," he called out,
!o, his partners, without glancing behind him.
I m gomg to try and disarm him."
Crack! Rough Riley toqk the chance but
the bullet went a little to the left of our hero's
head, ~nd hit one of the miners on the arm.
The mmer let · out. a ,i:ell as he felt the sting and
saw th_e blood tr1ckl111g down his shirt sleeve.
But Wild never paid any attention to that. He
w1;1s cl?se enough now, and. taking a quick aim
with his revolvers he pulled the trigger. Crack I
As the report rang out the Deadwod Deadshot
dropped the gun he held in his right hand
"Wild's bullet had gone trne, and had hit the
weapon. Crack! Again the boy fired, and the
other gun dropped to the g1·ound. Then it was
that the Deadwood Deadshot show-ed what a
rank coward he was without his gun:l. He tuxned and made a bee-line for Gamble, Jack's with.:
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out saying a word. The rest ran too, and the
liberated prisoner was one of the first to take
advantage and get away.
"Whoopee, whoopee!
\Vow, wow!" yelled
Cheyenne Charlie. "What do yer think of that
for ther Deadwood Deadshot,. Wild? Why, ther
galoot is runnin' as though there was _ a train
of cars after him. I wish I had my Winchester
here. I'd startinly clip off his boot-heels."
"Let him go for the present, Charlie," said
the boy as he came up to the deputy, who was
looking like one in a daze.
"What's the matter?" our hero asked, as he
looked at the empty shanty. "Did the prisoner
get away?"
"I reckon he did, Young Wild West," was the
reply. "I couldn't help it. Rough Riley had me
foul. He nut a hole through my hat jest to make
me know enough to keep ouiet I s'pose. Don't
blame me for it, will yer?"
"No, I am not blaming you. It is all right,
anyhow. We will get the whole bunch of them
before the day is over, see if we don't."
The boy then looked toward Gambler Jack's
shanty and saw the last two of the villains hunying inside.
"We know where they are, anyhow," he said,
with a smile. "Jim, I will appoint you to watch
that place. We got back' from the mine just
in time to be on hand. I did think that the
Deadwood Deadshot was a man who was hard
to beat, but I think that 1 have rather changed
my opinion now."
The boy took it so coolly that the rest soon
· settled down and talked over the matter lightly.
The deputy felt rather cheap, but when Wild
again assured him that he did not blame him at
all for what had happened, he condescended to
w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ i l i = . ~~iliey~
there they found two of the men Dove-Eye Dave
had on his list in the barroom talking with Hop.
Dove-Eye Dave whispered something to Wild,
who gave a nod and said:
"It's all right. We won't bother with them
now. Probably they don't know tliat we are
aware that they helped to flood the mine. We
will just let them go for a while and see what
they will do."
The two villains no doubt realized that they
v. ere under scrutiny, for they seemed to be rather
uneasy when the party entered.
"I reckon yer sorter got ther best of ther
Deadwood Deadshot that time, didn't yer, Young
Wild West?" Jackson, the hotel-keeper, said, with
a grin. "I seen it all right from ther door. My!
but the:n was puty long shots .you made. What
did yer do, sting his. hands for him?"
"I hardly think I touched his flesh at all, Mr.
Jackson," the boy 1·etorted, as he looked at the
two villains and smiled. "I aimed to' hit the guns
he had in his hands, and I think I did it. I suppose you know that if a bullet happens to hit a
gun a man is holding, he is likely to drop it.
It gave him a shock, which, added to the report,
makes him Jet go his hold. But I am a little
surprised to see how he acted after he dropped
his guns."
"Well, I s'pose he knowed it was no use."
"Yes, I suppose that's the way it was."
"Misler Wild," said Hop, smiling blandly, "me
wantee Dlay lille e:amea dlaw ookee."
0

"Who are you going t0 play with, Hop?" the
boy questioned, sharply.
"Um two nicee Melican mans. Ley wantee
play velly muchee bad, so be."
"Well, go ahead and play, then. They know
pretty well that they will lose their money if
they tackle you. If they don't, they ought to,
for it has been spread pretty well over the camp
what you can do with a pack of cards."
"We'll go outside an' have a few hands, anyhow," one of the men saicl, rather mildly.
There was a wide porch at the front of the
hotel, which was covered by a rickety _sort of
roof to prevent the sun from shining too strongly
into the windows. It being very warm weather,
there was always one or two tables and some
chairs outside, so Hop immediately went outside
and took his seat at a table. Jim Dart had
remained out where he could keep -an eye on
Gambler Jack's resort, so Wild and Charlie decided to take it easy and await developmenfa.
They did not want to interfere with the poker
game until something happened. Hop was right
in his element now. He had hardly thought Wild
would give him permission to play poker again
while they were in Blind Gulch. It happened
that the two villains considered themselves experts, and even though they had heard how
clever the Chinaman was with a pack of cards,
thty could not help feeling as though they wanted
to tackle him at the game.
Neither of them had the least suspicion that
Young Wild West and Dove-Eye Dave knew
they hl\d assisted in the foul work of flooding
the Arietta mine. They, of course, heard that
one of their gang was in the lock-up under a
cha1·ge of attempting to steal Young Wild West's
horse, but this did not seem to worry them a
whole lot, and finally they plucked up enough
courage to visit the hotel for the sole purpose of
having a try at the clever Chinee. When they
found that Young Wild West and his friends
did not attempt to interfere with them they
were delighted. But it was the same old story.
In the course of an hour Hop compelled the two
gamblers to quit the game of poker.
CHAPTER VIII.-The Deadwood Deadshot Is
Beaten at Last.
The poker incident being closed, Young· Wild
West and his partners looked around for somethin~ to keep them interested. They were pretty
well satisfie-d that the Deadwood Deadshot was
not done yet, but felt prety certain that he would
not show up again that morning. Wild led the
way to the porch and took a seat. His partners
and Dove-Eye Dave followed.
"Looks as though he was goin' ter hold a s~rt
of pow-wow," observed the old miner, with a
. grin.
"Well, I reckon we will, Dave. Let's have a
look at th;:i.t list of names you gave me. Here
it is," and he drew it from his pocket.
Rough Riley's name headed the list, and as
our hero looked over it an idea suddenly came
to him.
"I reckon we've got to break this bad gang
before we leave Blind Gulch," he said, after
thinking for a moment. "I think I know a way
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to do it, too. While I mean to let the Arietta
mine :rest for the present, we may as well have
some of the water pumped out. Do you know
what I am going to do, boys'?"
"What are yer goin' ter do, Wild?." the scout
asked , in eager anticipation, for he readily understood that there was something important 1n
the boy's mind.
"I am going to draw up a placard to the effect
that the men whose names appeai- on it have the
option of pumping out the flooded mine or leaving the camp. Jim, you go and see if you can
get a b i!{ piece of cardboard and a bottle of ink."
"Right you are, Wild," Dart answered, a s he
jumned u p from the table and went inside.
He was n ot Jong in returning with the necessary a r t icles; for there were several placards
hanging in the banoom of the hotel, and it was
easv to tu rn one over and use the back. Then
Wild tried hi s h a n d at lettering, and in about
fift een minutes he fin ished his task.
{
"Ther e you are," sai d he, as he held it up for
inspection. "That notice is in big lettei-s, so I
reckon it will attract the attention of everyone
who chan ces to see the card. I have given the
scoundrels the option of pumping the water out
of the mine in three days, which can't be done, of
course; of leaving the town between now and
sUDset. This means that they must begin work
befor e that time, or they will have to go. I have
signed my name to it, as you can see Now,
then, we will tack this matter up at the front of
the hotel, which is the most prominent place for
it in Blind Gulch."
The cler k of the hotel quic;,kly furnished the boy
with a hammer and some tacks and soon the
placard wa s ready for anyone who might chance
to come that way. , It was · not long before one
of ti1e men whose name appeared on the placard
happened along. He did not seem to notice the
card right away, so Cheyenne Charlie stepped
over, and taking him by the sleeve of his shirt,
led him up to it.
"Jest read that," he said, a grim smile showing on h is face.
It happened that the man could read, and soon
he wa · paying the greatest attention to the
placard . W hen he saw his own 'name there as
one of th e mar ked men who either had to go to
wor k or leave the camp, he turned very pale.
"It means j ust exactly what it reads," was
the repl y. "Now, then, if you have a particular
liking for lingering at Blind Gulch after sunset
to-night, you had better go and see your gang
and get a t work."
"I did n't h a ve nothin' to do with floodin' ther
mine."
"Didn't you? Well, I happen to know better
than that. But we won't argue the question.
You ca n make up yoU1· mind what you think is
best for you to do."
"If the men whose names is on that card
don't go ter work at purnpin' out ther flooded
mine this afternoon they've got ter leave afore
sunset, eh?"
"That's. it exactly."
"Well, s'pose they don't leave?"
"Then they will be apt to die with their boots
on."
The villain appeared to be quite cool, though
it was evident that he was more worried than
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he wanted them to know. He went inside the
barroom but soon came out and headed straight
for Gambler Jack's. Then it was not long before another man appeared at the hotel. H•
read the placard carefully, and then hastily departed.
•
"I reckon she's workin', Wild," Cheyenne Charlie said, with a chuckle. "Somethin' will be on
ther carpet mighty soon now, an' don't yer forgit it."
The giI-ls came out on the porch just then, so
Wild showed them the placard. When they had
read it over carefully, Arietta gave a nod of
satisfaction and said:
"That's the way to do it, Wild. I don't want
. you to leave here until this crowd of ruffiang
has been broken up."
"Well, I don't mean to, Et. While I've made
up my mind that it will be useless to work the
mine any longer, I am going to give the Deadwood Deadshot and his gang a chance to show
how they can work. If they don't feel like working they can pack up their belongings and quit.
the camp."
"Well, I hardly think they will attempt to
pump the water out of the mine."
"I don't think they will, either. They will make
a little trouble and after some shooting haa
been done, those who are living will be mighty
glad to get away."
The balance of the forenoon passed quietly
enough, but when the miners working at their
claims quit for the noon hour it was not long
before a crowd was gathered outside the hotel.
Everybody wanted to read the placard, and many
were the comments made about it. But it seems
that every man of them was pleased at the stand
Young Wild West had taken. The names appearing there were of those who were not liked
mucl1 by the honest men of the place. But not
one of the gang showed up during the noon hour.
After the hotel had been deserted by all but our
friends, Gambler Jack was seen approaching.
There was a pleasant smile on his face as he
nalted before our hero.
"Young Wild West," said he, "I've come to
bring a little message ter yer."
"WelJ, what is it?" the boy asked.
"Before I say anything I want yer to understand that I ain't interested in this business at
aH, any more than that I keep a gamblin' joint
an' I'm anxious ter take in all ther money I kin.
Rough Riley is up at my pl_a<;e, an' so is ther
rest of ther men what has their names on your
placard. The man what confessed about ther
floodin' of ther mine ter yer has been shot by
Riley, 'cause Pete told him about it. There's
jest seven of 'em U1) there, an' they're in a fair
way te1· git b'ilin' drunk, which means that they'll
go on ther rampage putty soon. They've dedded that they won't pump out ther mine, an'
that they won't leave Blind Gulch. I wouldn't
have come here ter tell yer about it, only Deadwood De&dshot, sorter made me believe if I
didn't he might put a bullet through me."
"Well, I am m~ch obliged to you for the information you have brought," Wilq. said, with a
smile. "Now, then, you go back and tell ,the
Deadwood Deadshot that if he is still in camp
when the sun sets we are coming after him. I
reckon that will be about all."
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YOUNG WILD WEST AND THE DEADWOOD DEADSHOT

Gambler Jack gave a nod, and quickly took
Wild was right there now, and Jim Dart and
his departure. Our hero and his companions Dove-Eye Dave were not long in reaching the
knew prety well that they would not have to spot. As the villains got inside the young deadwait until sunset before something happened. shot waved his revolver before them and ordered
rI'hey were right in this, too, for about an hour them to line up against the walll.
later they saw a number of men leave the
"Do you fellows want to live?" he asked,
gambling- saloon and came walking slowly toward calmly.
the hotel. Their leader was the Deadwood Dead"Don't shoot, don't shoot!" said one of them.
"Did you bear t~ question I put to you? Do
shot. ·
"Boys, this is the last call," said Young Wild you want to live?"
"Yes, yes," came the reply from all hands.
,W est, rising to his feet. "I'm going to take my
chances with that fellow, even though I am
"All right, then," and the boy drew out his
satisfied he is a hard man to beat. While he is watch. "You have just twenty minutes to make
a coward when he is without a gun, he is a your preparations to leave the camp. It is now
dangerous customer to tackle when he has one. twe::ity minutes past.,two. If any of you are to
But I reckon I'll make out all right with him. be seen here at twenty minutes of three you will
The rest of you can see to the others. I don't be shot down like dogs. That's all I have to say
imagine there will be much ,rouble in taking at p1:esent."
care of them."
The mer, looked at each other and some of them
Charlie, Jim and Dove-Eye Dave were upon spoke in low whispers. It seemed unanimous
their feet in a jiffy. Then the four started with them they would quit the camp right away.
out into the center of the street to await the
"\Ve'll go, Young Wild West," said one of
coming of the villains. Wild stood a little ahead them, a little later.
of the others, for he wanted it that way. When
"All right, then. Go on. But if you have
Rough Riley was within about a hundred feet o! got time you better look after your leader. I
him he stopped. His followers hlld already halt- think he needs an undertaker."
ed several yards behind him, and stood waiting
But it seemed that none of them thought they
to see what was going to happen. Wild had not had time, for as they left the gambling saloon
yet drawn a revolver, but he was watching the they made straight for the shanties they occupied,
man as a cat watches a mouse.
and five minutes before the allotted time was up
"So we have got ter leave Blind Gulch by sun• they were seen hitting the trail that led away
set, eh? Young Wild West?" the Deadwood Dead- from the Blind Gulch. Gambler Jack got someshot asked.
one to look after the dead bad man and satisfied
"Yes, if you are alive when the time comes.'' with what thev had accomplished, Young Wild
"Oh, I'll be alive, all right, an' I won't leave, West and his friends went back to the hotel.
"Well, Wild," said •Dove-Eye Dave, as he stepeither." ,
As he said this he quickly jerked a revolver ped up t0 the bar and breathed a sigh of relief,
from the holster at his side and raised it to fire "I feel a whole lot better now. I ain't been
a shot. But Wild was ready for him, and before altog!,lther easy since the1· Deadwood Deadshot
the villain's finger could press the trigger he struck this camp. He's made lots of trouble for
fired. The bullet hit the Deadwood Deadshot in me, though jest why, I don't know."
"Well, I suppose there is no use in trying to
the right shoulder, and once again he let his
gun drop to the ground. He uttered a growl find out now. We will let it go as it is, Dave,"
like that of a savage beast and drawing another the boy answered.
"Ther question is now," the old miner went
gun with his left hand, fired at random. The
bullet hit the ground near Wild's feet, and on to say, after a pause, "what's goin' ter become
knowing that if the man fired again he would of me? There ain't nothin' here for me ter do,
most surely hit him, the boy took a quick aim so if you ain't got no objections, I'll go back to
and pulled the trigger. Crack! As the report Weston in ther Black Hills."
"Thl'lt's just what I was going to suggest, Dave.
rang out the Deadwood Deadshot who had been
such a hard man to beat fell forward on his face. I happen to know that you were not much inThis no sooner happened than the villains who clined to come here when we asked you to. You
had accompanied him there turned and fled in like it better in Weston, I know."
"I sartinly do, Wild."
fear and dismay.
"All right, then. If you can sell anything that
"Come on, boys," said Wild, "I r eckon we'll
change the programme a little bit. We will give belongs to the machinery, go ahead and do it;
the rest of the gang twenty minutes to leave and if you can't, let it go as it is."
Dove-Eye Dave seemed to ve very well satisfied
Blind Gulch."
Cheyenne Charlie broke into a shout and then now and soon he was laughing and joking as he
darted fnward at a swift run. The villains made had not done in some time. It was learned that
for Gambler Jack's, and so eager were they to the Deadwood Deadshot died instantly when Wild
get inside that they got mixed up, and one of fired the second shot.
Our frienr;is remained at Blind Gulch for a
them fell sprawling. This impeded the progress
of the others, and the result was that in about couple of days after that, and finding things very
two second's three or four were in a heap right tame there now, for there were really no very
in the doorway. Charlie leaped forward and bad men at the place since the gang had left,
they decided to start southward again.
landed r~ght on top of them with his feet.
"Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow!" he yelled. /
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
"You miserable coyotes I Don't any of yer touch
a gun, -f..,,. if you do I'll let davlight through WEST RESCUING A RANCHMAN; or, ARIETTA AND THE RENEGADE COWBOYS."
,er,"
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GIRL MAKES FISH . CULTURE HER LIFE
OCCUPATION
Miss Ruth Studdert of Seattle is the only
woman icthyologist in the United States, and perhaps the only woman in the world who has made
the study of fish her life work. Miss Studdert
gained her first knowledge of fish lore while employed by the United State:s Bureau of Fisheries.
She is completing her study 1>f icthyology at the
College of Fisheries, University of Washington.

to swell, and she found that she must have been
pricked by one of the animal's teeth. An operation was carried out, but t}js intervention proved
too late and the gfrl died within a few hours. The
danger of the wound which caused the girl's
death la.y to a great extent in its apparent insigriificance, for it was so slight that it did not even
bleed or cause any inconvenience until it was too
late to apply antiseptic measures effectively.

WILL EMPLOY TURKEYS TO GOBBLE UP
INSECTS
Fire and poison having :!'ailed, turkeys are going to be used this year to exterminate grasshoppers, the plague of Western grain fields. The
Thanksgiving bird's capacity for this work "'7as
revealed when a farmer cut open the crop of a
turkey last fall and found 248 grasshoppers and
six water beetles-one day's catch. One big
farmer intends to raise 2,000 birds this season.
He figures that his flock, working ninety days,
should take a toll of 45,000,000 insects.

DEVICE MEASURES HEAT OF TEENIEST
STARS
Should the heat reaching the earth from all the
stars in the heavens be collected and concentrated ou a thimbleful of water, two centuries
would be required to bring the liquid to the boiling point.
This statement was made recently by Dr. W.
W. Cobentz, of the United States Bureau of
Standards, who has perfected the thermophyle, a
heat measuring device which will determine the
heat radiation of a star so infinitesimal, that 1,000,000 years will be required for the ray to warm
a bit of water of the volume of a cent, Fede1·al
scientists said. The machine will measure the
heat of a candle at a distance of one mile.
Astronomers studying the moon said the clime
there ranges from 460 below zero at night to
considerably over the boiling point during the
clay. Days are about four weeks long on the
moon.

DEATH IN A FOX F:cJR
A singular case of death caused by a fox fur
is reported from Bourges, France. In this case
the head of the animal had been set up in a lifelike pose, its jaws, still set with teeth, serving as
a fastener. The owner of the fur was joking with
a girl friend's nose. The incident was forgotten
until two days later, when the girl's nose began
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GOING IT ALONE

\.

that he was obliged to go to a hospital for life,
was sad indeed.
Of course the business of the Pine City Lum-Or,ber Company was at an end. There was nothing
left for Tom Arnold but to strike out elsewhere.
Thus far his life since leaving home at Cadiz
A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
had been replete with changes and incident . He
decided to leave the lumber country, and 11e hear•l
of a gold strike fa1· up in Montana. Thither he
By DICK ELLISON
went hot foot, possessed of the gold fever. The
discovery of gold at Yellow Pass was said to b
one of the richest placer finds of the age.
(A SERIAL STORY)
Thousands of miners and adventurers were enroute for the place.
CHAPTER XIII.
When Tom reached Yellow Pass he found that
the place was overrun with a cosmopolitan crowd
At Yellow Pass.
of men of all races and sorts. There was no such
However, time went on, and the Pine City thing as law and order in the place as yet a1 ,I
Lumber Company was full of orders of a valua-· might prevailed in all cases where justice was
ble kind. All looked splendid and the men were demanded.
Gamblers and thugs of all kinds were in compaid off right on day and date so that there was
mal}d and no man's life was safe after that day in
no trouble with them.
Then came trouble, as Tom had feared. A sheriff any out-of-the-way spot provided that he had any
money on his person. Tom found things in this
1 appeared one day with an attachment on the
(property. There was no way for either Tom or state when he arrived at the Pass.
To be sure, he had not much money with him
IBob to secure bonds and the business was held up.
The men were all discharged and work was sus- and therefore had little to fear in this direction.
But he heard of cases of most awful sort where
pended for the time.
This was disastrous. Tom did not reproach his miners were actually murdered in the hills f r
young partner, though he was sorry that he had their gold.
1
It was, of course, the boy's intention to take up
signed the note.
placer mining, and he knew the risks that he
Bob was frantic.
"I thought father would meet that note," he would have to undergo. But it happened that he
"I never knew him to fail on an made the acquaintance of a friend almost as soon
1said, in despair.
as he set foot in the place.
obligation before."
Fate also placed this new-found friend under
"You must remember that your father was
probably not able to pay it," said Tom. "Financial certain obligations to him. He was coming down
a mountain trail after taking a tramp in the hills
trouble is apt to come to any man at any time."
A month later the Pine City Lumber Company when he heard a shot and a cry of pain. Tom ran
was sold under the hammer. There was not a swiftly through the pass and came upon a ·scene
, :penny left of the business for the firm. Tom was that gave him a chill or horror.
just where he had started and Bob was now penHe saw a number of rough-looking men attackniless himself. The young fellow was plucky, ing an old man whose white beard and rough
though it was a blow that hurt.
clothes bespoke him a miner old in years. The
"I suppose you will have no use for me now, aged miner was making a brave de~ense, but the
Tom," he said, bitterly. "I am a pauper."
men were strong and rough and meant plainly t
Tom grabbed his hand.
either kill him or disable him. Their motive was
"Don't you believe it, Bob Neely. This is the doubtless robbery, as the mil1er had his mining
very best test of our friendship. I think more kit with him and was probably just coming in
of you than I ever did before. I will stick to you from his placer with a bag of gold dust.
if you wish, and we will make a start somewhere.
Tom's blood tingled. For a moment he conI know we will succeed."
sidered what was best to do. While he was brave
Bob was happy then. He forgot that he was he was not unwise, and he knew that unless he
penniless. But sad news came of ]1is father's employed some sort of strategy he would be shot
,death the next day. He had to go East. Tom or put hors de combat by the gang of ruffians and
never saw his young friend and partner again. therefore be unable to help the miner.
1An
accident on the railroad made of him a cripTom had a revolver in his belt. He had learned
ple and he was domiciled in a home for incura- to shoot well and he decided quickly on what he
'bles for life. Tom was almost heart-broken over would do.
the sad news.
He crouched behind a boulder and fired. The
"It is fate that I shall go it alone in this world bullet hit one of the men in the arm. He gave
after all," he muttered.
a yell and began to dance around. The others
looked io see where the shot had come from, but
Fate had seemed to ordain that Tom Arnold by that time Tom was yards away behind anshould go it alone through life. Every ti.me he other boulder. Here he fired again. Two shots
essayed co-operation with others, circumstances coming from different points fooled the ruffians
.of a strange sort broke it up .
and they believed that. they were attacked by a
He felt more than grieved for poor Bob Neely. number instead of o.ne.
/'l'h!lt he should not only lose his dear father, and,
added t o all, was inj ured so badly in an accident
(To be continued.)
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\NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE
PREHISTOR IC CITY FOUND NEAR MEXICO
VOLCANO
A prehistoric city has recently been discovered
at the foot of the volcano Ixtacciruati. The city
is apparently four miles Jong and three miles
wide. The city is surrounded by a wall and there
are twenty-eight pyramids. There is a J?OSsibility of the ruins being as famous as Tectihuacan.
BRINGS IN SNAKE BRACELET
When a customs agent started to examine the
baggage of Miss Mar y Lewis of Pompton Lakes,
N. J., a passenger on the Grace liner Santa
Luisa docking from Valparaiso, he noted what
appeared to be a necklace of coral beads on her
wrist. His move to examine it was met by a
counter move of the ''bracelet" and he jumped
back several feet.
"Don't be afraid," Miss Lewis said. "It's Rudolph, my pet coral snake."
Rudolph entered duty free. The snake, a de!icate pink, was about three . feet long: Wh1~e
coral snakes are said to be y:01sonous, Miss Lewis
affirmed that Rodolph was lacking in such qualities. She said she would train the pet to replace a watch dog ·which had died.
"KILLER" WHALES HUNT IN PACKS LIKE
WOLVES
The "killer" whale-the most ferocious animal
whether of sea or land in the world, bar none-attains a length of 20 feet, and weighs about a
ton. It is predatory in the last degree, even attacking whales of the largest species and tearing
them literally to pieces.
Tremendousl y powerful, aston_ishingly swift,
the killer whales usually travel m schools of a
dozen or more, hunting by preference in packs,
like wolv~. They gobble great numbers of fur
seal pups when the latter are taking their first
lessons in swimming in the waters about the
Pribilof Islands, in Bering Sea.
The Eskimos believe that the killer whales are
really metamorphos ed wolves. When so inclined,
they swim to the shore, climb · out an~ ~r~nsform
themselves into wolves. 01·, contra1;nw1se , the
wolves come down to the sea, jump in and become killer whales.
COLISEUM SEATING 18,000 PERSONS
New York is to have a super-Madiso n Square
Garden to cost several million dollars and to seat
about 18,000 persons. It will be built in Fourth
avenue extending to Lexington avenue and running from 32d t o 33d streets, on the former site
of the New York Railways Company car barns
recently sold at public auction.
John Ringling, circus proprietor; E. B. Albee,
director of the B. F. Keith's vaudeville interests,
and Col. Tillinghast L. Huston, who, rece?tly announced the sale of his half interest in the New
York American League baseball club, will be the

owners.

TBe new building will provide - a permanent
home for sport and amusement. Everything will
be done to make it the last word in construction
for a place of its type.
Erection of the new ccliseum will mark the
passing of Madison Square Garden, which for
more than three decade;; has been the scene of
many famous events. The ga1·den, it is understood, has recently been sold by the New York
Life Insurance Company to n big real estate firm,
which purposes to construct large office buildings
on the block.
The Ringlings and Tex Rickard-the latter's
name, however, has not been connected with the
new coliseum-ho ld a lease on Madison Square
Garden. It has two more years to run.
The coliseum will house a theatre capable of
seating more than 4,000, to take the place of the
Hippotlrome, which is to be torn down. A gigantic swimming pool will be converted into an
ice skating rink in the winter. The Ringling circus will show there also.
From a source close to the men behind the
scheme it is understood -.,,vork will begin at once
on the construction of the building. It is expected tc; be completed by the end next year.
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INTER.ESTING RADIO NEWS
HOW TO MAKE A FLEWELLING
SET

between it a hole for the jack. Now draw pencil
lines across the board from these phone binding
posts to the lefthand side of the panel near the
top, and drill two more holes for the ground and
The marvellous little hookup which has recent~ aerial binding posts ¼ inch in from the side and
1y created a sensation among radio fans is the 2 inches apart.
Flewelling circuit. It was named after its inOn the left-hand side draw a pencil mark two
ventor, and can be made by any boy handy with
tools. For its great volume of sound and wide · inches in from the side. Next draw a line two
range, it is the best and least ' expensive of any inches up from the bottom till it meets the first
line. Where they meet drill a hole for the varit1ingle tube set on the market.
The fiivver set is a modification of the famous able condenser a trifle larger than the shaft. No
Armtrong super-regenerative· circuit. It can get size can be given, as condenser shafts va r y in
Nearly all condensers have three
long-distance stations with ease, requires very diameter.
few parts and costs very little. This set func- prongs on the front, with screw holes in the ends,
tions with or without ground and aerial, or with to hold them to the panels, and as these vary with
one or both disconnected. It works on an indoor the make, no fixed rule for drilling can be given.
aerial or with about ten feet of aerial wire. Tun- The best way is to lay the prongs against the
ing is accomplished by means of a variable ·con- panel when the shaft is in its hole, mark the
denser; hard amplifying tubes are used, and a place where the prongs touch the panel, center
vernier rheostat will help to sharpen the recep- the holes and drill according to the size screws
furnished with the condenser.
tion.
When the condenser shaft hole is finished draw
ARTICLES NEEDED
a line across the panel toward the right to a point
1 rubber panel, size 10x7 inch ........... $ 1.00 2 inches from the shaft of the rheostat and two
.10 screw holes to hold it in place. Templates are
1 hard wood baseboard 9x6x¾, inch......
1 23 plate variable condenser with vernier 2.50 usually furni shed with rheostats. Four holes
1 filament rheostat.....................
.50 must be drilled at the top of the panel in the cen1 U. V. 20 bulb..... . .................. 6.00 ter, to hold the honeycomb coil mount. Thes~
1 honeycomb coil 50 turns. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 screw holes must be spaced acco r ding to the
1 honeycomb coil 75 turns. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25 amount you see, as they differ in size. In the
1 coil mount . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.50 center between the four screw holes drill a hole
1 variable gridleak with 00025 mfd con½ inch in diameter, through which to pass the
denser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.75 four flexible leads from the coil mount.
.75
1 gridleak without condenser..... . ......
8 006 conden sers ............•.......... 1~0
SHIELDING
1 001 mrd phone condenser. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.75
The next step is to shield the paneL Lightly
8 lengths tinned bus wire. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.35 sandpaper the back of the panel, coat with shel.20 lac, and when the shellac is partly dry lay the
1 piece copper foil 6x9 inch. . . . • . . . . . . . .
1 bottle shellac.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.10 copper foil on it, and rub it down perfectly
12 nickel-plated ¾ inch screws . . . . . . . . . . .
.05 smooth. Let it dry over night. Then cut a stTip
.30 ¼ inch wide from top, bottom and sides. Also
6 rubbertop binding posts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 double binding posts for phones . ; . . . . . .
.20 cut out pieces from around each binding post and
.25 each point where the condenser rheostat and
1 single circuit jack....................
3 double and 2 single binding posts. . . . . . 1.50 honeycomb nuts touch the panel, leaving ¼ inch
1 cabinet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.50 of margin bare around each screw hole, except the
Stain, solder a:Qd extras. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.45 ground post hole. The ground wire carries off
the electricity accumulated from over the set, as
Total cost .......................... $22.50 the copper shielding absorbs it.
THE PANEL
The first proceeding is to lay out your panel
for drilling the necessary holes. Along the bottom, ¼ -inch up -drill three screw holes to hold the
panel upright against the baseboard--one in the
center and the other two an inch from each end.
These holes can be 3-16 inch dia meter. A similar hole can be drilling in each side halfway up
to hold the panel into the cabinet. Next drill
four holes the same size on the right-hand side
of the panel ¾. inch in from the side, the lowest
one to be one inch up from bottom. These are for
'. the battery binding posts. On the same side, one
inch down from the top, drill a phone binding
t~st hole ¾. 1inch in from the side, another 2
tlnches under it for the second binding post, and

1

MOUNTING THE INSTRUMENTS
To mount the in st r uments begin with the honeycomb coil by first attaching the four flexible
leads to the mount. Next put the variable condenser and the rheostat in their places, and attach the dials. The battery, aerial and ground
binding posts follow. These can have rubber tops
to make a neat job. The phone posts can be
double and nickel-plated, so that two can ~isten in
at one time. The jack is fastened on and secured with a small bolt. As some people prefer
to plug in, the jack is an added feature. It is
not necessary. Some prefer just the jack and l).O
posts., but the advantage of having posts is that
it is easy to connect them to an amplifier, if you
should get one later on. Having mounted the in-
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struments on a panel, it can be screwed to the
6x9 baseboard on which the lamp socket condensers and gridleak are placed. The lamp socket
sets back in the corner behind the rheostat, the
Fx and F marks on it turned toward the panel.
The P and G marks arc at the rear. An inch
from the G, along the rear, fasten the black
variable gridleak, one end pointing toward the G
on the lamp socket. Next lay two of the 006
condensers flat on the board, :,;out ¾ inch in
front of the F markings on the lamp socket.
These two condensers must be end to end, the
holes overlaping, so you can drill a hole to fasten
them down with one double binding post. The
other two ends are each held down with single
binding posts. Lay the third condenser in the
center, in front of the pair just mentioned, and
fasten it down with a double binding post at
each end. If there is no room to place the red
variable gridleak between the last mentioned condenser and panel, on account of the rheostat projecting inward, pttt the red lead on top of the
single condenser. The wiring will hold it in place.
The baseboard will now be nearly all filled, as
the variable condense!' lays back upon it on the
right-hand side.
WIRING THE SET
The wiring i,s perhaps the most difficult part of
the job, but using busbal' permits of making stiff,
strong connections, bending it at sharp angles
-with a pair of pliers. Each piece should be carefully measured before it is cut to avoid waste,
and all joints that are not soldered should have
tight connections. The end of the busbars to go
to binding posts is first bent in the form of a
hook, and is th~n squeezed together tightly over
the screw, and the nut is screwed clown secu1·ely.
Do not use a soldering ii;:on near the fixed condenser when you can avoili it, as the heat might
ruin them, and use as little rosin flux and solder
as possible. Now for the wiring. Commencing
at the lamp socket attach a wire to the G post and
the other end to the nearest post of the black
gridleak. From the other post on the gridleak
carry a wire along the rear of the baseboard,
bend it toward the variable condenser, and solder the end to the connection on the left-hand
A ·wire is next soldered to the connection
side.
on the right-hand side of the variable condenser,
and is brought up and secured to the screw of
the ground binding vost. Next secure a wire to
the aerial binding post, bend it over and down
to the baseboard behind the variable condenser,
where a few extra inches can be left. Later we
will explain where you fasten the end of this
wire. Solder this wire to the middle joint of the
variable condenser without cutting , it where it
comes down from the aerial post. 'The rest of
this wire is now on the board below the soldered
spot, and must be bent toward the 006 fixed condensers. We will leave it for a while until we
wire up the three condensers, and the red gridleak, as this wire, fastened to the middle joint
of the variable condenser will afterward have to
be connected to the condenser bank. Beginning
at the red leak, perched on top of one of the fixed
conden sers, secure a wire to a binding post on the
leak. Now bend this wire around and thread it
through the double binding post which holds the
c:onden:=:ei- down on 011e i;:ide.. Carrv the wire to
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the hole in the single post holding down the two
overlapping condensers. Do the same on the
other side, and you will then have all the fixed
condensers and the red gridleak connected together in a circuit of wire. You n·ow pick up the
end of the wire coming down from the middle
joint of the variable condenser, and solder it to
the wire that joins the condenser with the red
grid and the overlapping condensers. A wire is
now attached to the left-hantl joint of the rheostat, and is connected to the battery A binding
post screw. Another wire fastened to the righthand connector of the rheostat is brought over to
the lamp socket post marked Fx. Next a wire is
secured to the lamp socket marked P, is bent
straight up about 4 inches, then is bent at right
angles for about 4 inches, and is cut off. A wire
is now fastened to the lamp socket at F-, and
is carried over to the Ax battery binding post. A
wire is soldered to the last mentioned lead about
1 inch from the lamp socket and is carried to the
fixed condensers, where it is fastened to the double binding posts holding down the ends of the
two overlapping fixed condensers. Attach a wire
to th~ upper phone post screw, bend it out about
3 inches, then bring it down to the end of the
plug, to which it is soldered, and continue the
wire downward, and secure it to the battery post
screw Ax. Another wire is secured to the lower
prong of the jack, brought to the lower phone post
screw, continues down, and is attached to the
battery post screw marked B-. The little 001
fixed condenser must now be soldered (by the
means of wire arms) at the side of the jack, between the upper and lower phone post screw"!.
First secure two 2-inch lengths of wire to each end
of the condenser. Bend these wires at right Wlgles. Then solder the end of one to the wire
from the lower phone post, and solder the other
to the w·re from the upper phone post. Without
this condenser you could not hear anything very
well. The last wires to be secured are the flexible
leads, coming through the hole in the panel from
honeycomb coils. The two on the right-hand
side carry the 50-turn coil. The top one is soldered to the wire running from the aerial post to
the middle of the variable condenser. The lower
one is soldered to the wire running from the
ground post to the right-hand joint on the variable condenser. The flexible leads from the 75turn honeycomb coil are secured as follows: The
top one is secured to the end of the wire sticking
up from the P mark on the lamp socket, and the
lower one is soldered to the joint of the variable
condenser on the left-band s~de. This completes
the wiring. The batteries are now attached .py
wires to the binding posts on the panel. Be careful to see that no wires touch each other, forming a short circuit, and to not run parallel wires
closer together than an inch. First turn on the
rheostat to see if the lamp lights up from the A
battery. Be careful not to get the lamp connected to the B battery, as it would burn out the
filament of the lamp. If the rheostat lights the
lamp turn on the B battery current. The tuning
is done with the variable condenser. If the set
whistles and shrieks adjust the variable gridleaks, as they are the critical adjustments. With
this set near-up stations come in very loud IUld
distant stations are quite clear.
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"Wild bear may be taken only on land. ·No
jackliiht or other device to entice bears shall be
u sed, made or set, nor shall any bears be taken by
aid or use thereof.
"Bears shall not be hunted, pursued or killed
by any dog of either sex. Wild bears lawfully
taken may be possessed from October 15 to November 20, both inclusive. A person may possess such b~ars f.g>Il: N ovem"?er 21 to February 1,
both inclusive, provided a license _so. to do shall
first be ohtained from the commission. Every
person obtaining such license shall pay to the
- commission a fee of one dollar. Bears so possessed shall at all times be marked or tagged in
such manner as the commission may provide.
"Possession of bear, or any part thereof, from
November 16 to February 1, both inclusive, unless such license be so obtained, shall be presumptive evidence that the same was unlawfully taRen.
This act hall take e~ect immediantely."

ITEMS OF INTEREST
MAN, 80, NEVER SAW A MOVIE.
Money sp~nt on amusements is larr;ely squandered, according to D. F. Banett, eighty ye~rs
old, Riverside, Cal., who never _has seen a motl~n
picture, has not been to_ a circus for fifty_-six
years, or seen a theatncal performance smce
1880, and says he never wan1s to.
UNBREAKABLE GLASSAccording to recent i'eports, a Bohemian inventor, after thirteen years of research, has succeeded in producing unbreakable glass. At a r~cent demonstration, it is said, plates and vesseis
of . the material remained whole when thrown to
the ground from a height of twelve feet. Meat
was roasted on a thin glass plate over an ov~n
fire at a temperature of 750 degrees Fa~r~nreit.
Tin was melted in a glass pot a_nd nail~ were
driven in a piece of hardv10od, usmg a piece of
glass for a hammer.

··-

••
LAUGHS

......

The Man-·what's your name, my little man?
The Little Man-They call me "Corns" at school,
sir. The Man-Good gracious! and why? The
Little Man (cheerfully)-'Cause -I'm always at
·
the foot of the class, sir.
A servant girl was given macaroni by her mistress to prepare for the table. Noticing her surprise, the lady said: "Didn't you cook macaroni
at your last place?" "Cook it? We used them
things to light the gas with."
Tourist-you must get some business here, advertising "All the Comforts of Home for One
Dollar." Rul'al Landlord-We did until the fellow opposite opened up with "None of the Discomforts- of Home for Two Dollars."
How many apples were eaten by Adam and
Eve? We know that Eve 81, and that Adam 812,
total 893. But Adam 8142 please llis wife, and
Eve 21242 please Adam, total 89,384. Then again
Eve 21420 by herself, and Adam 813240 by himself. Total, 1,628,480 !

NORWAY'S TROPICAL FLOATSAM
The coast of Norway is not so cold as many
Tramp-You know the sayin', mum, "He that
think, for the gulf stream with its ti:opical br~ath giveth to the poor lendeth to the Lord." Mrs.
modifies the cold as it flows by, and it also bri1:gs -Subbubs-Very true. And since you speak in
to the fishermen of that northern coast fuel with proverbs I'll refer you to another old saw. Tramp
which to ·warm their homes when winter is upon -Which
one is dat, mum? Mrs. Subbubs-The
them. Some of the floating wood grew along the one back in the woodshed.
or
America,
Amazon or Orinoco Rivers of South
in the palm groves of the islands of the Atproprietor of a dry-goods store in Preston,
lantic the trees being carried to the distant Ill.,The
is 'superintendent of a Sunday school. On a
shore; by the Gulf Stream, the current of Wf!ich recent Sabbath, in the school, after explaining
is more speedy than the Amazon and 1,000 times the Bible lesson, he said: "Does any one wish to
greater.
ask a question?" "I do, Mr. Barnes," said .a little
girl, in great excitement. "How much is those
ONE BEAR THE LIMIT IN NEW YORK little red parasols in your show ·window?"
STATE
The new law reads:
Wifey~Did you mail that letter I gave you?
"Bear may be taken from October 15 to No- Hubby-Yes, de~r. I carried it in my hand so I
ve.mber 15, both inclusive. A person may take couldn't forget it, and I dropped it in the first
one such wild bear in an open season and then box. I remember because-- Wifey-There,
may transport, when accompanying the same, one dear. Don't fib any more. I didn't give you any
carcass or part thereof at an:y- one time. ·
letter to Inail.
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HERE AND THERE
HYPNOTIZI NG AN EMPLOYEE
An unusual story regarding an achlevement by
a clahvoyant is reported from Hamburg. For
two, weeks the branch ,):f the Deutscl,e Bank there
had missed an important letter upon which depended a gain o,r loss of several billions of marks.
Searches by the police proved vain, and finally a
clairvoyant, Juan Colmo, whose telepatic experiments were said to be astonishing, was consuJted.
By a process which remains Colmo's secret, he
managed to eliminate all pernons from suspicion
but the young clerk. This man Colma• hypnotized, whereupon he led the clairvoyant to a room
where the letter was found. It· seemed to have
accidentally fallen between two bookcases. Colmo
received a large reward.
TEN-YEAR GRAZING PERMITS FOR
FOREST RANGES
Beginning in 1925, 10-year permits are to be
granted to stockmen who desire to graze cattle
and sheep on anges within the National forests,
the Forest Service, U. S. Department of AgriGulture, announced :recently. This new policy, as
approved by the SecretarJT of Agriculture, exactly doubles the maximum period for which grazing permits are now being issued. The Department's action was taken from the standpoint of
assisting the live-stock industry to further recover from its depres;;ion of the last few years,
since, it is claimed by stockrnen, grazing pei-mits
for 10 years instead of 5 will make it less difficult to secui-e finacial aid to carry on live-stock
grazing operations.
A LABRADOR ROMANCE
Lovemaking is not by any means confined to
one time or place, to crowded cities or seaside :resorts. The fever is raught in the tropics or any
other zone, for just now we are reading of a romance which began in Labrador, when Miss
Rosamond Bradley, a society girl of Boston, went
as a volunteei- nui-se with the Grenfell expedition
to that bleak land, and ~n the course of I1er labors
had occasion to correspond with other workers in
a distant part of the peninsula. Charles R.
Rheault answered the letters as part of his duty,
and the perfunctory business conesponden ce
grew into an intimate and personal one. He was
an officer in the Canadian Royal Mounted Police. Later Miss Bradley returned to he1· home
in Boston, and when Rheault called on her in her
city home, he finally went back to Canada with a
promise of marriage from the young lady, which
was ratified.
ANOTHER ATLANTIC CABLE
Quite a number of us can remember the days
of excitement over the laying of the first cable
between America and England. Cyrus W. Field,
a New York merchant who had attained prominence, had been fer years interested in ocean telegraphy. He obtained a charter giving him exclusive rights for 60 years for ocean telegraphy

from the coast of New Foundland to England.
The great United States frigate Niagara and the
mammoth Great Eastern were employed in the
w01·k and the Old World was much excited over
the progress. The first successful layinits of
cables were· in the years 1857 and 1858 and
celebntions followed on both sides of the Atlantic. New York City burned down hei- City
Hall. The cables did not work well, and everything relating to them were stopped by the Civil
War until 1866. Since then cable laying ha gone
on with great rapidity, but with little excitement
and no burning of city halls to announce success.
Now Clarance H. Mackay, president of the Postal Telegraph-Co mmercial Cables, announces that
his company has completed contracts for the laying of a great cable directly between New York
and London, and the work will be completed by
Aug. 1. The route wi11 be from New York to
Nova Scotia, about 1,000 miles; thence to the
Azores, 1,750 miles. At Azores it will coimect
with a cable a.lready laid. A new cable is to be
laid this summer from Ireland to England. Great
things ai-e expected of this new cable, which will
have a capacity of approximatel y 600 letters a
minute in both directions.
PIT DWELLERS
A Mr. Ferguson, of Franklin, Pa., seems to be
somewhat of an investigator -maybe an archeologist-as events will show. Not long ago he
was in Canada, and in one place the "lay of the
land" seemed to call to him to investigate it. This
was in the Province of Ontario. He began to
"nose" around, and then he used pick and shovel,
being rewarded by finding the remains of a village which, _h e says, must have existed two or
three thousand years ago. Everybody seems to
deal in thousands now instead of hundreds.
"We found an area. covering at least half a
mile in width and two miles long, over the whole
of which were remains of human habitations,"
said Mr. Ferguson. "There were largely pits
which had been dug for homes. They l'anged from
8 to 10 feet deep and were protected by carefully
built stone walls, which kept them from water.
Apparently' they had been covered by wooden
roofs. Some of them were 20 by 40 feet in diameter, evidently being communal dwellings. We
found one structure, 150 by 180 feet, that had
evidently been a fort.
"The pits had sides rnnning squarely east and
west and nol'th and south, the Jong sides being
straight north and south, indkating that the people who built them perceived the relation of the
stars and the sun's direction.
''Their tools were black, egg-shaped stones cf
great hardness, which are found on the shorna
of Black Bay, on the north side of Lake Superior,
but on Isle Royale we found several of these with
markings which would indicate the fitting of
wooden handles." There will be a longer stoq
before Mr. Ferguson gets through his exJ)lora,.
tions..'
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
TOSSED GOOD MONEY AWAY
Two counterfeit $10 bills from the bankroll of
an otherwise honest bootlegger cost Michael J.
Sullivan of Salem, Mass., $1,500. Michael arrived
on the White Star liner Homeric, and after a
long session with currency experts at the pier
and another at the Custom House he was persuaded that the $1,500 which he tossed into, the
Bay of Glasgow was probably perfectly good
money.
He had retained $300 of the bootlegger's $1,800 payment for a consignment of Scotch and the
$300 contained the two bad tens. Michael was
positive the whole amount was counterfeit and it
took a lot of argument to change his mind. It
was then that he really regretted throwing away
the $1,500.
A peculiar combination of circumstances-led to
the New Englander's loss cf 1,500 American dollars, and when all is said and done he is lucky to
have salvaged tlJ.e $300. Not that he needed it
especially, however, as Michael exhibited fifteen
$1,000 bills which the experts in passing also pronounced 100 per cent. pure. The two outstanding factors in Michael's loss were a desire not to
break the law against passing bad money and too
much dependence on amateur methods in testing
bills to find out whether they were good or bad.
BOTTLE DRIFTS 8,400 MILES IN 753 DAYS
Capt. F. B. Bassett, Chief of the Hydrographic
Office, Navy Department, recer.tly announced that
a bottle dropped overboard by the steamer West
Islets on Dec. 31, 1920, \\las picked up last January after having travelied 8,400 miles. Another
bottle, cast overboard in September, 1921, was
found in February of this year after having
<lrifted 2,300 miles.
Both bottles contained paper especially p1·epared by the Hydrographic Office for experimental work in the study of ocean currents.
The West Islets was in latitude 12 degrees 34
minutes north, longitude 92 degrees 45 minutes
rwest when the prepared bottle was cast overboard
three years ago. It was fcund on the shore of
Misool Island, northwest of New Guinea, in latitude 1 degree 30 minutes south, longitude 130
degrees east, on Jan. 23.
"If this bottle had drifted in a straight line
and was picked up immediately, which· is unlikely," said Capt. Bassett, "it must have travelled 5,400 miles in 753 days."
In latitude 37 degrees 22 minutes, longiture 73
"d egrees 37 minutes west, the steamer Nestlea
cast overboard a bottle Se:pt. 3, 1921. The paper
contained in it was found at Lagens, Island of
;Fico, in the Azores group, in latitude 38 degrees
28 minutes north, longitude 28 degrees 15 minutes
.west, on Feb. 21. If this bottle had drifted in a
iitraight line and been picked up immediately it
must have travelled 2,300 miles in 536 days.

,
BEES ARE WARRIORS
' Did you know that the bee is a past master in
tUJ_e art of war? Did you kno~ that eve~y hive. of
fl,ees is so thoroughly organized that its• e:~1re

population of 50,000 to 100,000 responds almost
instantly to a call for conflict wherever an invader approaches?
The authority for this information is Michael
W. Barrett, Boston's bee expert, internationally
known as the "bee king," and reputed to be one
of the foremost authorities on bees, both from
the theoretical and practical standpoints, in
America.
Mr. Barrett has been studying and experimenting with bees for forty-five years-ever since his
boyhood days. He came to America from Ireland at the age of 7 and has since made his home
in Boston. For years he traveled through America and Europe with a "circus" composed of more
than 100,00 bees. His bee farm in the Hyde section of Boston is a mecca for thousands of visitors.
"Next time you go near !l bee hive look closely
and you will see several bees flying around in a
wide circle," says Mr. Bassett. "If you made an
effort to approach closer to the hive some of the
bees in this group would attack you and the
rest would hurry to the ,hive to warn its entire
population of the approach of an invader. If
you continued to walk toward the hive an army
of thousands of bees would swarm out of it to
attack you.
"The bees constantly flying about outside the
hive are sentinels, or outposts. They are the exterior unit of the bees' superior fighting organization. This organization, as my research work
has proved conclusively, has its vanguard of shock
troops, its regular fighting legions, its chemists,
engineers and a hundred and one other kinds of
units that go to make up its fighting force, just
the same as a nation of humans."
Investigation in the warfare of bees has convinced Mr. Barrett that no sort of an animal
small enough to enter their hive is a match for
them. The mouse, for example, always fights a
losing battle when he enters a beehive. If the
animal remains in the hive a few seconds he is
stung enough times to kill him. The body is too
heavy for the bees to drag out. So the body, for
sanitary reasons, is sealed over entirely with
wax.
"It is not un unusual thing to see a mouse
or other small animal completely seal~d over
with wax on the floor of a bee box when the
cover is lifted," said Mr. Barrett.
In discussing the safeguards, the precautions
bees take to pl'Otect themselves and their homes,
Mr. Barrett says:
"They are not satisfied with outside guards.
Inside the entrance a squad is maintained constantly. They are flanked by a squad of fighting
bees, prepared to give battle at a moment's notice.
"When a powerful :invader appears the whole
hive joins in the fight against him. Each bee
· has a certain duty to perform under such conditions. The bee knows instinctively what the task
is and precisely when it should be taken up."

QLife Airit in Holdin··~ Good Hand.
but in Playin a Poot Hand Well'
,,.,.-- -----,=
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.By R.C. Templeton

O you want to advance in Business ? In Adver•
ti sing?- In Salesmanship? Many of the country's foremost Sales and Advertising Managers,
Chief Clerks, Accountants, Office Managers, Bookkeepers, and Private Secretaries have won success
with the help of the International Correspondence
Schools. More students have been enrolled in the
I. C. S. Business Courses than in any other busines •
courses in the country.
Would you like to be a first-class Draftsman,
Mechanical, Electrical, Civil or Steam Engineer? A
Chemist? An Architect? A Building Contractor?
An Automobile Expert? Thousands of men have
climbed into big jobs in the technical professions
through I. C. S. help.
The I. C. S. is the biggest and oldest correspondence school in the world. For thirty-one years, it
has been helping men out of routine drudgery into
work they like-helping them to win advancement,
to have happy, prosperous home s, to know the joy
of getting ahead in business and in life.
How much longer are you going to wait before
taking the step that is bound to bring you more
money? Isn't it better to start n~w than to wait five
years and then realize what the delay has cost you?
One hour after supper each night spent with the
I. C. S. in the quiet of your own home will prepare
you for the position you want.
Here is all we ask: Without cost, without obligating yourself in any way, mark and mail this coupon.
It takes only a moment of your time, but it is the
most important thing you can do today. Right now
is the time to say "I will."

D

than
courage. It is th-e warl}l and beautiful
flame w hich lights the fires of ambition in
every man's soul and burns a forward path
through every difficulty.
It i~ easy to be courageous w hen the odds are in
your favor. But the greater hero is the man who
smiles a brave smile when days are darkest and
keeps on fighting toward the ultimate goal-"to the
last a warrior unafraid."
,As Grantland Rice so beautifully expresses it:H ER E IS NO FINER THING IN THE WORLD

"God grant that in the strife and stress
Which all must face wh o li nger hereUpon the Field of Hopelessness
Or with the la urel swinging near,
Upon the world's red fi ring line
The battle of the strong and weak.The fat e of all the Fates be mineI will not show the Yellow Streak.

If Fortune play me false or fair-

If, frorn the shadowlands I creep
Up to the heights and linger there,
Or topple downward to the deepOn up the rugged path of fame,
Wh ere on e man falls-another mounts;
God grant that I play out the ganie,
For th ere is nothing else that counts."

As the old cowboy saying goes-"Life ain't in
holdin' a good hand, but in playin' a poor hand well."
What if you did have to leave school when you
were but a boy! What if you have been working
for years at a small salary with little or no chance
for advancement! Do you think that maku any
difference to a re al fighter?
What you h ave done with your time up to now
accounts for what you are Tod ay.
What you do with your time from now on will
decide what you w ill be T omorrow.
Your hands can't ea rn th e money you need. But
your head can-and wi:ll!-if you give it the chance.
No matter what your age-your education-or
7our means,you can get out of the rut and make good
Jl1 a big way if you grit your teeth and say "I will."

.,. _ _ _ _ --TEAR OUTHERE--- - - - ?
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4489·8, Scranton , Penna.
Without cost or obliga tion, p] ease t ell me how I con quality far
lbe position or in the subj ect bef or e which I h ave marked an X;
BUSINESS TRAINING DEPARTMENT
Business ManaK:ement
§ Sttlesm1m ship
Jn rtustrial Mat11litHnent
Advertisin g
D Personnel Orga nization
Better Lettera
Traffic Management
O Foreign Trade
OR ndnese Law
§ Stenography and Twin&'
Banking and Banki ng Law .
Uusinoss English
Accountancy (includi ng C.P. A. )
Civil Service
Nichelson Cost Accountin"
B Ra.flway Mail Clerk
Bookkeeving:
Common School Subjects
Private Secret ury
Hi gh Schoo l Bllh jAct11

••
•

B

§
•

Buainess Spa nis h

D F rench

•

Olllustratln,::

D Cartoonlnt

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT
l\rchitec t
Electr ical Engl neer iD&
R1ue P rint R ending
Electr·i c L igbting
Contractor and Builder
Mechanical Eni:-tneer
.:\ rchitectural Dr11t tsrn uo
Mechanical D raftsman
(!oncrete Builder
l\fachine Shop Practice
~tru('tura l Emtlneer
Railroa~t Pmlition11
Plumb!ng and H eating
D Gas Engine 0oeratin"'
D Ci vil Engineer
f'l 1" m.h:rn· 0 Phi;irmacy
Surveyi ng and Mapping
Antomob11e Work
Met;allu rgy
O :Mlning
Navh:-ation
Ag-rJeulture and Poultry
Steam Engineering
R adio
D Airplane Enr;ines ~ Mathemat ics

§
§

~

i

Narae .... ........•..•............... ...... ................... .. .... .......... ..•: .............. ............
Street
1-1 0 - 2 3
Address ...... ...... .................~ ...... ........................................ ,...... ............. .
Ci t.y ......... .................. , ................ ....... .State ...... .... ................................ .

Ocr upation ............ ............... ..
P ersona r c!id i no tn GanrLda a'ho·ula 1c114 tM , ro1Lf.)on to the l nternfl•
ito11 <i t Oorrespo11denc6 Seitools Oa11 ud i1m,. Li ,uUed,. M ontreat,. Oall.ulll..,,
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DON QUICKSlIOT OF THE ruo GRANDlll
Stephen Ch&lmers
A thrilling story or ll!e amonir raidina Mexican
bandits, traln robbers, 'Ions rangors, and a
pr&lrlo lire.
LOADED DICE
Edwin L. Babin
A romance of Texas_. of the ea.TlY- da.ya, when
u,.. depended on quickness
of draw. A tale
of men who were jugglers with death.
SONTAG OF SUNDOWN
W. C. Tuttle
An m:citing story of the (luestion of ranch
ownorshli>-whlch promoted bloodshed and a
war of no mean caliber.
SPAWN OF THE DESERT
W. C. ['uttle
A tale of Calico Town:
Where men lived ra.w in the des'ert•s ma;w.
nnd Hell was nothing to shun: where they
buried 'em nea.t, without preacher or eheet
and writ on th&ir tombstone. crude but sweet_.
This jasper was slow with his gun/'
ARIZONA ARGONAUTS
H . Bedford-Jones
Three adventurers whoae fortunes 1lead tJll·oU&ll
drought and danger to the golden iOal they
sought.
THE LURE OF PIPER'S GLEN
Theodore Goodtidgo Roborts
0

!;m~ ~ntJ1 of~e ~e!: ,.~~rttro~t Jlen:~
3

8

0

plains. Young Jlm Todhunter heard it, a.ncl
found adventure a-plenty.
AP ACHE VALLEY
.Arthur Cha.pm&!).
A story of a cattle war in the Southwest. with
all it means-terror a.n.d blood feud; alarms by
night and day; rustling o.nd stealtllY mu.rdor.
TH1il CHALLENGE OF THE NORTH
James B. Hendryx
Thia is a story of tho call of tho great North·
la.nd ~ of. purposos and Cl'oss l)Ul1)()ses; of true
men and or "bad .. men.; and of big deals and
pioneering trium_phs.
lrHE SECOND MATE
H . Bodford-Jones
Peril and mutiny on tho China. Soas. Two
white women a.t the meroy of a YiJlainoua
crew. Jim Barnes realized the desJJOTate
cha.noe he had taken whon he became mate o!
tjle Sulu Queen.
DEVIL'S PAYDAY
0. Tllttle
A sky of brass, the sun a flame,
And tho ln.nd no place to dwell;
A hunk or ea.rth, so doggone hot
That it stlll balongs to IlelL
o;rHE CANYON OF THE GREEN DEATll

nm

w.

:~2~"1

Who wJe the dmls ln hwnim Fior~
ha.unt was the lost ba.rranca. f Invisible, ter
fible, they brought tho 1oung officer of the law
· to a strange dilemma..
BKY-IDGII CORRAL
n&1ph Cwnmlns
A yarn of tbe unending teuds between cattlemen
and forest rangers; of the forest fl.res, grazing
herds and bitter tights at tlmberllno. Yet forest
conoorvat!on won-through fua and blood,
4

Exciting? You'll say sol 12 red-blooded tales. Real thrills
on every page. Sma&hing, unexpected endings make you gasp.
Never a slow evening if you own .these books. Just like being
a cowboy, a prospector, a dare-devil adventurer yourself, Every
story a "homclinger."
Live the life of the big open Western world-among hairychested, hard-fighting frontiersmen who tramp, ride, campj
scheme, love and hat-yes, and sometimes shoot to kill! These
gripping stories will pick you up, and whirl you bodily into the
"gun-toting" life of the West-the bad old, glad old West.
Every book will make you'' hold on to your chair."

SEND NO MONEY

VACANCIES
AT U.S.

NAVAL
ACADEMY
Under the existing law there
are authorized 1,129 midshipmen
for 1923. At this
writing all but
438 of the vacancies have been
filled, of which
fifteen are presidential appointments.
Of the vacancies already filled
157 are by certificates from colleges, 34 by examination and 57
by the renomination of ex-midshi nmen.
While there has
been a steady inthe
in
crease
number of midshipmen appointed from enlisted
men of the Navy,
at no time since
1914, when this
was authorized,
have all the vacancies that are
authorized been
filled by the appointment fro]1\
the enlisted force.
In 1914 fifteen
were allowed, but
only five entered
and three of them
In
graduated.
1915 eight entered and four gradIn 1916
uated.
entwenty-two
tered the Acad~my and thirteen
graduated.
In 1917 the allowance of enli sted men who
may be appointed
midshipmen was
increased to a
That
hundred.
year nineteen enof
ten
tered,
whom vaduated.
In 1918 fifty-one
entered and twenty-eight graduated. In 1919 thirty-three entered,
1920 seventy-nine
entered, in 1921
fifty-two entered
and in 1922 twenty-six entered.

Large shirt m&nut.acturer wants ae-ent1

to 11ell complete line ot e:hirts, pajamae,
and nightshirts direct to wearer. Advert1sed brand--exclustve pa.tterns---ea11y
1

J!tl~;e~e;cperoc;;o8~!f~:'
~~i::s~• Write
for Fre~ sample,.

re.

Madl•en Shirt Co., 503 B~adwat,, N.Y.C.

seo moon na on
tbe moon." A. C.
aimer, Indlattal)(lli!I

Special

~

8,!

, ~nate purchase from a
'J European manufacturer
1. give you a bargain. Supited. Send only 26e with

0

:u:!n~ r, ;ou~::le~a:::t !~.li :Ut
0

0

,v.

l ' ERRY & CO., 75
De11t. 2462, Chicago

.

CUR'\fElt

orcf:r ln full gayment. Sent r,ost-uald. Sati•factJoa •u•raoteed or money returned la fu11,

Van °Buren,
1

Fits tbe baqd, cannot bo ~~n,
with it vou can throw JMg 'Wld•
curves. Jl0y•. get this Base Ba.11
c•rver 11.nd you can hn. •Em as
fast as they~ome toDat. :/3Ymail
10c, 3 for ~!'ic with 1:atalog of nove

llNJVliRSAL DIS'l'RIBllfflRS.

B~~ 1oss

Stamford

II
f.oa.

TOBACCO
!!Y~~!~ig~~~~-.?i!,c~!!a~!j;i
Cuarantepd. J;JannL,g Compl~1reatme~t~~
n" trie 1. Cifiita Si ,D(J if it cur••· 'Nf,lhin,i if it lat - ·

SUPERBA CO. M-21, Baltimore, M .

ELITE JEWELRY
806 S. Wabash Ave.,

Chicago

.!?.~w~at ~~n ~.}!~~r~n!
this Mystlo Egyptian Luck Rln&.
'
Why Be Unlucky?

FAME- FORTUNE-HAPPINESS
-SUCCESS IN LOVE ANO BUSI,

NESS arc saJd by many men and
women to bave como to them wtth

able Gm.

RING.
SCARAB
thla SACRED
Wear lt and See. Mfl~f'::I n DesirGUARANTEED STERLING S'ILVER.

Cash w.i tll Order, $1.45; C.O.D .. 1.55;
Two llings, Cash, $2.75: C.O.D., $2.85.
~foney back if not satisfied. Foreign cash with order.
CHALENS SUPPLY HOUSE

Oout. 171

7 s. Dearbern St.

Chicago. Ill.

OLD i\IONEY WA...Y.rED - - $2 to $500 EACH paiu for hundred s or Old
Coins dated before 1805. Keep ALL old or
1dd money. Senu l0cts. !or New Ill's Coin
Value Boo!,, 4x6. You mflv J1ave valuable
~oins. Get postecl. We pa,- cash.
CLA.RKE COIN CO. Ave. 13, Le Roy, N. Y.

And wear the Egyptian WiShing
Ring with

lts mystic signs of

~i:t \r"o~k,;i':~. anit L:;r ~~
wise King Tut-Anl<h-Amen's Seal
0
l1f~1 ~u:,'°~~~ ~r t:~YL rt"of ; . :
Gold
tor tbls
0

$1.85

splendid

Acid

J;ii!~;)~~~~"~J~J>t.Ili}i?J~~
olalnPd. Money-Back Guarantee.

REO CO., Desk R, lJG Wo,t ~Ut h :,t., N. l:,

SPECIALLy~·

'\
-~~!.~.s
;.,--

~

Brand new blue steel, '

doable safety automatics
recent tariff raise
bought

before
~{~e~l~r;~::f~~o~~i5~:~t:r!~i-:b~r;~t
matie, 41-4in. ong, our No. 74B110,ape•
~ial at $6,95.

Or regular $26.00 heavyserviee32-c1.libre,10~sbot automatic,6in.long,ourNo. ?4B120,specialat$9.75. EXT;

:'!~'~!t~::: .with eac~.

Both sizes shoot
8
PAY POSTMAN ON DELIVERY plus postage,
Money back promptly if Not Satisfied.

CONSUMERS CO., Dept. 74B

l
,

'!=J

1265 Broadway,N,Y~

j

Pimples;
Your akin can be quickly cleared of Pimples, Blackhead •, Acne Eruption• on the face or body, llarbera
Itch, Eczema, Enlarged Poree, Oily or Shiny Skll

FREE

.Write today for tny FREE Booklet,'
OLEAR-TONII SKIN," teJlinir how I

t"O:f

mvselt after being afflicted for 16 ye~,>

$1000 Ca•h ••Y• I can cfe:1ryour skin ofthe above bleml•~

E.S.GIVENS, 188 Chemical B!dc., Kansas Citlf,Mlrp,

.
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10-13
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104!i

1047
1048
1049

WILD WEST WEEKILy

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

- - LATEST ISSUES
Young Wilcl We ·t's Mystel'.i.ous Euemies; or, The
Sign of the Silver Seven.
" Saviug tlle Stagecoach; or, How .Arietta Trapped
the Rond Agents.
" and "Mesquite Monte"; or, The Worst Greaser
In Arizona.
" Defending the Camp; or, .Arletta and the
Mnsked Rnlders.
" and the Cherokee Chief; or, The Redsl<ins' LRst
Flg11t.

Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject

u

11s u Scout; or, Snving tl10 Ji:migrnnt 'l1rnin.

1052

"

1053

"

1054
1055

"
"

Running the Ranch: or, Arletta's (l-nme Flgbt.
and "C::hnpparnl Chick"; or, 'l'he llancl!ts of
the l~oothms.
and the Mad Mexican; or, Arletta·s Wnrnlng
Shot.
nnd tlie Cowboy Millionaire: or. Hcmmved In
by Enemies.
In tl1e "Lnnd of Dena Things"; or, Arietta and
the Vultures.
Li1?lltning Lenp; or, n Desperate Duel on
Horschack.
ln the Golden Valley; or, Aridtn's Inilian 8!irn.
.Markert M:ustnng; or, Trapping the Horse

1056

"

nnd "Puncher Pete"; or, .Arletta and the Dyna•

1057

"

10:-\8
1059

•·

1060

"

1061

"

106!!

"

A~~~;"t Beaten: or, The 8ecret ·of the Blasted
Pine.
Buffnln Htrnt: or, Ari.-fta•~ Awfnl Hirte.
at Bolivar Butte; or, The Camp That Was Run
bv "Barl" llfrn.
anci the Trapped Troopers; or, Arietta and the
Apache Amhnsh.
nnrl the Cowgirl Queen; or, The Clean-up at
Ran('h Forty.
anrl tbe Indian Agent; or, .Arlettn's Daring
Expose.
and the Rich Rnnchero; or, The Shot That
Made a Friend.
and tlie Death likream; or, Arletta's Awful
Alternative.
and "Spotted Sam"; or Traili11g n Halfbreed.
Scrimmnl?e in Mexico; or, Arietta ond the Vaquero Dandy.
Balking the "Bad" Men; or, Saved by tbe Clever
Chlnee.
,
Lending tlie Cowboys; or, .Arlettn s Fig h t IV\th
the Hustlers.
On twitting the Outlnws; or, Danily Dick's De•
fiance.
Pursuing the Pawnees; or, Arlettn and the Red·
skin Princess.
and "Cunning Chip"; or, The Gold Gnng of
tl1e Gulcl1.
and the Border Crooks; or, Arletta and the
Smu1?gler Queen.
Fighting the Fire Fiends; or, Saving a Herd
of Cottle.
DNttl1 Drnw: or. Arietta Dunini,: the D<'f<peradoe~and t11e Rilent Scout; or, The Sign That Saved
t11e Settlrment.
.
Staking- a Tenderfoot; or, .Artettn and the Griz·
zlv Bear.
. .
Roping
"Ghost Dancers"; or, Spoiling an
Indian Outhreak.
C,nptnrlng a Claim; or, Arietta and the Gold
Pocket.
gale by all neu•sdeaJer •, er ,vnt be f:.:Cnt t.o any
on receipt of price, 7c per COPY, In money cu
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by
RAR,RY E. WOLFF,
lGG West 23d Street, ·

l)oa(ni:-e 1t11m1)1,

SCENARIOS

Publi•lier, IR<".,
Ne"' York City

HOW TO·
WRITE THEM

Prlce 85 Cents Per Cop;r

Tbis book contains all the most recent changes in the
method ot construction and submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writ·
Ing. For sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstores.
It yon connot procure a copy, send us the price,
85 cents, In money or postage stamps, and we will
mall you one, postage free. Address
L. SEN~ENS, 219 Seventh Ave., New York. N. Y.

No._ 1.

NA_POLEON'S

O&'lCULU)J

ANn

l)REA)t

noo1~.- Conh11nrng- the great oracle of human destiny•
also . the t1:ue meaning of olmost any kind of dreams'.
~~f..i~~er with charws, ceremonies and curious gnmPs of
No. 2. ROW TO J)O TRICKS.-The great book of
mngic and card tricks, containing full instructions ou
all lea(ling carcl tricks of tl1e day, also the most popula!' uiag!eal illusio11s as performed by our lending mag,c'.ans; ever y l•oy sbould obtaiu a copy of this book.
Jlio. $.
RO\\' TO FLIRT. - The arts and wiles of
fiiI·tation are fulJ)· explained by tiJis little hook. Heshies the vn rious methods of handkerchief, fan, glovi•,
)}atasol, window a11d hut flirtation, it contains u full
hst of the iang11oge aud seu.timent of flowers.
No. 5. now_ TO !\JAKE LOVE.-A complete guide
to love, cour_tslnp and marriage, giving sensible advice,
httes nnd et111uelte to he observed, witb mnny curious
and interesting things not generally known.
No. 7. HOW Tf! KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and contawmg full instructions for the management and training of the <'~nnry, mockingbird bobolink
blackl.lird, paroquet, plll'l'ot. etc.
'
'
No. 9.

HOW TO BECOI\IE A YENTRILOQUIS1'. -

By Harr.v Kennedy. TllP secret given away. mverv iu•
telligen t boy rending this book of instruction,. h.v a
practicu l professor, cnn master the art, and <'rente auy
amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the gr~ati~ook ever published, .and there's millions (o{ fun)

T,~t

No. 10. HO\V TO BOX.-Tbe nrt of self-defense mnrle
easy Containing over t!Jirty illustrations of gunru.q,
blows nod the different positions of a good bo1<er.
Every boy sbould obtain one of these useful and iustrudfre books, ns it will teach you how to box with·
out an instructor.
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LO\'E-LETTERS.-A most
<!Omplete little book, contaiulng full directious for writ·
ing love-letters, ond ,Yhen to use them, giving specimen
letters for young and old.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; Or, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.
- I t is a great life secret, and one that ever.v young
m an desires to know about. There's happiness in it.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete bund-

bo<>k for makiug all kinds of candy, ice -cream, syrups,
essences, etc.
No. 18. no,v TO BECO;\lE BEAUTIFUL. - One of
the brightest und most valuable little books ever given
to the world. Everybody wishes to know how to l.lt>·
come heauf·iful. both '11ale and female. The secret ls
simple and nlwost costless.
No. 20.
HOW '.l'O ENTERTAIN AN EVENING
PAUTY-.A. most complete compendium of games, sports,

card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more
for the money thllll any book published.
No. 29.

HO,V '1'0 BECO;\I;E AN IN'\'ENTOR.-Every

No. SG

HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDUUllIS.-Contain•

No. 40.

HOW TO ]\[AKE A,.',D SET TRAPS.-Includ•

boy should know how inventions originated. 'l'his book
explains them all, giving ex:i-mples in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, me<'bnnics, etc.
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Containlng the rules
and etiquette of good society and 'the easiest and most
approved methods of appearing to good odvantage at
parties, balls, the theatre, church, and in tbe drawing•
rootu.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES. -A complete aud
useful little book, containing the rules and regulations
of billiards, bagatelle, back-gammon, croquet, dominoes,
etc.
ing- nll tlle leading conundrums of the day, amusing
riddles. curious catches and witty sayings.
ing hints on bow to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats,
squirrels and birds. .Also ho,,- to cure skins. Copiously
illustrated.
No. 41.

THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S

JOKE BOOK. - Containing n great variety of the latest
jokes u~ed by the most famous end men. No amnteur
minstrels is complete "'ithout this wonderful little book.
For s1>le by all newsdealen-s or will be sent to ..,. 7
acld.ress on receipt of price., 10 centa per copy,. In mouey
or postage stomps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street

New York

